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Bewerbung auf Ihre Stelle 

Professur für Digitale Kommunikation & Datafizierung 

(mit einem Forschungsschwerpunkt in der digitalen Psychologie und der künstlichen Intelligenz) 

 

Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren 

Ich bin auf Ihre ausgeschriebene Stelle gestossen und möchte Ihnen gerne hiermit meine Bewerbung 

zukommen lassen. Obwohl ich ursprünglich nicht aus den Kommunikationswissenschaften komme, 

arbeite ich in der Forschung und Lehre im Moment so intensiv mit Fragen der digitalen 

Kommunikation, Transformation, Innovation und Datafizierung in Organisationen und der 

Gesellschaft, dass ich der Überzeugung bin eine hohe Kongruenz meines derzeitigen Profils mit der 

ausgeschriebenen Stelle zu haben. Jüngst führte ich auch Gespräche mit Michael Latzer, Professor für 

Media Change & Innovation am Institut für Kommunikation und Medienforschung an der Universität 

Zürich, für potenzielle Kollaborationen bezüglich Forschungsprojekte in der 

«religionsartigen/spirituellen Digitalisierung der Medientransformation». 

Ich befasse mich in diesen Tagen stark mit der Verhaltens- & Kognitionspsychologie und den 

angewandten Sozialwissenschaften mit Bezug zu verschiedenen Anwendungsbereichen der 

Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft, mit einem Schwergewicht auf Einflussfaktoren der digitalen 

Transformation und Nachhaltigkeit. Aus diesem Grund setze ich einen Forschungsschwerpunkt in 

einem brandneuen Wissenschaftsfeld namens digitaler Psychologie, welches die psychologischen 

Interaktionen der Digitalisierung untersucht, und einer Technologie, die sämtliche 

Gesellschaftsbereiche, Unternehmen, Medien und Geschäftsmodelle prägen wird – der künstlichen 

Intelligenz. Zu meinen gegenwärtigen Anwendungsfeldern gehören:  

• Veränderungsprozesse in der Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft  

Kultur, Perspektiven, Kommunikation und digitale Transformation 

• Veränderungsprozesse in der Technologie, Kollaborationstools und Geschäftsmodellen 

Neue Medien und Plattformen, Konnektivitäten, Innovation und Management 

➔ Querschnittsanalyse:  

Wie verändert die Digitalisierung die Menschen, die Gesellschaft und die Wirtschaft in den 

oben genannten Anwendungsfeldern, insbesondere durch Mensch-Computer-Interaktionen 

(digitale Psychologie: anhand der Datafizierung, Plattformisierung und Algorithmisierung) 

und der rasanten Entwicklung in der künstlichen Intelligenz? 

 YW 



Im Moment bin ich als Dozent und Studiengangsleiter am Institut für Management & Digitalisierung 

an der Kalaidos Fachhochschule angestellt. Hier trage ich die Verantwortung für die Themenfelder 

des Managements und Führung, Digitale Strategie inkl. Transformation, sowie der Innovation, der 

Nachhaltigkeit und der Organisationsentwicklung. In meiner momentanen Funktion liegt der 

Schwerpunkt sowohl auf der Lehre, der Curriculumsentwicklung, wie auch auf der Leitung von 

Studiengängen und Projekten. Dabei unterrichte ich Module wie «Digitales Management» (mit einem 

Fokus auf Daten und Algorithmen in den sozialen Medien), «Digitale Strategie & Transformation», 

«Organisation & Change», «Unternehmensführung» und «Innovation».  

Meine Forschungsinteressen sind äusserst interdisziplinär. Bitte erlauben Sie mir daher kurz 

darzustellen, wie sich meine momentanen Forschungs- und Lehrinteressen entwickelt haben. Ich 

habe stark darauf hingearbeitet, einen inter- und transdisziplinären Fundus aufzubauen. Mein erster 

Masterabschluss liegt in der Betriebsökonomie, wo ich einen Schwerpunkt auf der psychologischen 

Forschung in den Bereichen des Managements, Konsumentenverhaltens, der Entscheidungsfindung 

und Wirtschaftsethik mit Interessen zu den Wirtschaftseinflüssen aus den Gesellschaftsebenen der 

Kultur und Religion legte. Dies führte mich zu weiteren Studien in einem Master der 

Religionswissenschaft («Interreligiöse Studien») an der Theologischen Fakultät, wobei ich mit 

qualitativen und quantitativen Methoden aus den Sozialwissenschaften gearbeitet hatte. Meine 

akademischen Interessen haben mich darauffolgend zu einem Studium der Biologie veranlasst, mit 

einem Fokus auf der Entwicklungsbiologie und den Neurowissenschaften. Im Zuge meines Biologie-

Bachelors arbeitete ich an Experimenten mit Affen, welche neuronale Implantate als Gehirn-

Computer-Schnittstellen trugen, die durch künstliche Intelligenz gesteuert wurden. Mit der Zeit 

erwuchs bei mir ein starkes Interesse an der Kognitions- und Verhaltenswissenschaft mit einem 

Schnittpunkt zu der neurowissenschaftlichen Forschung, was ich mit besonderer Vorliebe mit 

Problemstellungen aus den Geistes-, Sozial- und Wirtschaftswissenschaften verbinden durfte. Aus 

diesem Grund startete ich in dem darauffolgenden Masterprogramm ein Forschungsprojekt zur 

Untersuchung von speziellen Bewusstseinszuständen mittels der MRI-Hirnforschung. Das Projekt 

konnte ich im Labor für Kognitive Neurowissenschaften durchführen. Nachdem ich mit diversen 

experimentellen Methoden gearbeitet hatte, wurde ich mit einer Auszeichnung für das beste 

Forschungsprojekt an der Uni Fribourg des entsprechenden Jahres gekürt. Meine Faszination 

gegenüber den fundamentalen Fragen der Gesellschaft, Epistemologie und an Denkstrukturen führte 

mich anschliessend zu einem vierten und letzten Master in der Philosophie mit einem Fokus auf der 

Metaphysik und der Erkenntnistheorie.  

Diese Interessen kulminierten in einem hochgradig interdisziplinären Umfeld, wo ich ein Doktorat in 

den neurologischen Kognitions- & Verhaltenswissenschaften bezüglich der Erforschung von 

speziellen Bewusstseinszuständen absolvierte – hier im Bereich von religiösen Erfahrungen. Aufgrund 

der Pandemie verschob sich die Verteidigung von Ende 2021 auf März 2022 (danach wurde mir ein 

PhD in Medical Science im Bereich der kognitiven Neurowissenschaften verliehen). In diesem Projekt 

erwarb ich die Werkzeuge für ein breites Arsenal an Forschungsmethodologien aus der 

Neurowissenschaft, der Psychologie und der Sozialwissenschaft. Ich wurde dabei in experimentellen, 

qualitativen, quantitativen und computergestützten Methoden unterwiesen.  

Zu Beginn des Jahres 2022 startete ich mein PostDoc, um der Untersuchung von speziellen 

Bewusstseinszuständen mit physiologischen und psychologischen Ansätzen noch mehr Raum zu 

schaffen. Da ich allerdings auch aus dem wirtschaftlichen Sektor komme (z.B. Banking und 

Leadership), arbeite ich nun jetzt bereits seit drei Jahren als Studiengangsleiter und Dozent am 

Institut für Management und Digitalisierung IMD, was ebenfalls das Mentoring und Begutachten von 

studentischen Arbeiten beinhält. Hier entzündete sich mein Interesse und somit auch meine 

Forschungsaktivitäten in den Bereichen der Digitalisierung, Transformation und der künstlichen 



Intelligenz (KI). Besonders spannend finde ich, wie sich diese Entwicklungen auf die Gesellschaft, die 

Unternehmen und Geschäftsmodelle auswirken. Dies bedingt, wie Menschen miteinander 

kommunizieren, wie sie mit neuen Medien interagieren und welche Kultur damit impliziert wird. Zu 

Beginn dieser Dynamik steht allerdings immer der Mensch – und damit verbunden die Frage, wie sich 

diese Veränderungen auf den Menschen auswirken und vice versa. Mein PostDoc verfolgt aus diesem 

Grund zwei Stossrichtungen: (i) die Neuropsychologie von speziellen Bewusstseinszuständen, sowie 

(ii) die kognitive und soziologische Untersuchung der Digitalisierung und der KI. Dazu gehört die 

Frage, wie eine nachhaltige Interaktion der Gesellschaft und Organisationen mit der digitalen Welt 

aussehen sollte. Dies schliesst Felder wie digitale Plattformen, soziale Medien, aber auch neue 

Technologien wie Augmented Reality oder das Metaversum mit ein. Auf meiner Publikationsliste 

sehen Sie, wie sich diese Forschungsinteressen in Bezug auf die oben genannten Anwendungsfelder 

manifestieren können. Gerne empfehle ich Ihnen einen Blick in einer meiner jüngsten Artikel zum 

Thema «digitale Psychologie» (im Moment unter peer-review im Journal Organizational Psychology 

Review: einen Draft des Manuskripts finden Sie hier).  

Sowohl meine Deutsch- als auch meine Englischkenntnisse sind solide, da Deutsch meine erste 

Sprache ist und ich mit English als zweiter Sprache aufgewachsen bin. Dies kam mir in meinen 

Auslandsemestern in den USA und Australien zugute. Meine Französischkenntnisse sind mehrheitlich 

passiver Natur. 

Ich glaube, dass Ihre ausgeschriebene Stelle als Professor für digitale Kommunikation und 

Datafizierung auf eine interessante Weise mit meinem aktuellen Forschungs- und Lehrprofil 

zusammenpassen. Diese Stelle impliziert eine Kollaboration zwischen der Universität und der 

Fachhochschule und da ich viele Jahre sowohl an Universitäten wie auch an einer Fachhochschule 

gearbeitet habe, liegt mir ein praxisnahes Verständnis der Parallelen und Unterschieden bezüglich 

der Anforderungen und dem Selbstverständnis einer Universität und einer FH nahe. Diese 

Zusammenarbeit scheint mir vielversprechend. Es würde mich daher sehr freuen, ihr Team am 

Institut persönlich kennen zu lernen.  

Herzliche Grüsse 

Dr. Josh Walter 

https://www.joshwalter.net/_files/ugd/4ba99d_eb20c23ef491422283a2e94d478e4a9f.pdf
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Person 
Titles:   PhD, MSc, MA, MSc, MA 

Date of Birth  3rd June 1989 

Nationality  Swiss 

Address Dr. Yoshija Walter 

Schulstrasse 29, 8050 Zürich 

Switzerland 

Contact +41 77 406 48 74 

yoshija.walter@gmail.com 

 

 

 

Spotlight 
Interdisciplinarity – (Neuro) Psychology & Social Science – Digitalization – Business & Society 

• Managing complex projects and leading teams 

• Ample teaching experience 

• Mentoring of students 

• Transdisciplinary research with diverse methodologies 

• More than ten years of work experience (from businesses and NPOs to universities) 

• Current employment as a study director and lecturer 

• Current engagement in a PostDoc 

• Emphasis on cognitive & behavioral (neuro-)science, sociology, digitalization, AI, plattforms and 
data, organizations and management, change and transformation 

• New: executive leader for developing regulations for the application of AI in academic papers 
(the problem: in the future, students will certainly use AI [so called Large Language Models: LLMs] 
to write their papers and there must be some guidelines for this that do not yet exist) 

 

  

 YW 
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Education & Research 
Jan 2022 Start of PostDoc, University of Bern in collaboration with  

the Kalaidos University of Applied Sciences Zurich, Switzerland 
 
Field of study: (i) Neuropsychology & physiology of special states of mind 
  (ii) Cognitive/social/economic impacts of digitalization & Artificial Intelligence 

 
2021/2022 PhD Completion, University of Fribourg in collaboration with  

the University of Bern, Switzerland 
 

 Degree: PhD in Medical Science 
Field of study: cognitive and behavioral neuroscience (neuropsychology) 
Place: Laboratory for Cognitive Neuroscience (LCNS), Biomedical Faculty for Natural Science 

 
2019 Master of Arts in Philosophy, University of Fribourg, Switzerland 

Focus:  Metaphysics – Epistemology & Teleology 
(with an emphasis on the Philosophy of Mind, Kantian Rationality, and Existentialism) 

 
2018 Master of Science in Biology, University of Fribourg, Switzerland 

Focus: Developmental Biology & Neuroscience (research emphasis on Neuropsychology) 

2015 Master of Arts in Religious Studies, University of Bern, Switzerland 
Focus: Systematic & Historical Theology 

2015 Master of Science in Business Administration, University of Bern, Switzerland 
Focus: Leadership & Management 

2009 1-year Theological Seminar, Gospeltribe Karlsruhe, Germany 

2008 Matura (Honorary High-School Diploma), Gymnasium Bern-Kirchenfeld, Switzerland 
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Work Experience 
Since 2019 Kalaidos University of Applied Sciences Zurich, Switzerland 

Department for Business & Economy,  
Institute for Management & Digitalization (IMD) 
 
Position: Study Director 

 Responsible for the following EMBA & MAS study programs  
(MAS = “Master of Advanced Studies” / Duration per EMBA or MAS: 4 semesters) 
 
- EMBA with a specialization in Executive Management 
  (in collaboration with the Management Institute St. Gallen, SGMI) 
- MAS in Corporate Management (“Unternehmensführung”) 
- MAS in Innovative Technology Management 
- MAS in Digital and Innovative Management 
- MAS in Digital Office Management 
 
Responsible for the following CAS study programs  
(CAS = “Certificate of Advanced Studies” / Duration per CAS: 1 semester) 
 
- CAS in Digital Data and Social Engineering 
- CAS in Artificial Intelligence Management (“KI-Management”) 
- CAS in Extended Reality Management (Augmented/Virtual/Mixed Reality) 
- CAS in Digital Transformation 
- CAS in IT-Management 
- CAS in Business Engineering 
- CAS in Digital Management & Corporate Leadership  
  (“CAS in Digitalem Management & Unternehmensführung”) 
- CAS in Digital Strategy & Performance 
- CAS in Digital Product Design 
- CAS in Strategic & Innovative Leadership (with a study trip to Ecuador) 
- CAS in Innovative Management & Development (with a study trip to Silicon Valley) 
- CAS in Innovative Digital Marketing 
- CAS in Digital Office Management 
- CAS in Organizational Office Transformation 
- CAS in Executive Management 
- CAS in General Management 
- CAS in Strategic Management (as an academic consultant) 

 New study programs (I am currently constructing them from scratch) 

- CAS in Sustainability and Ethics for Businesses 
  (“CAS in Nachhaltigkeit & Ethik in Unternehmen”) 
- CAS in Cyber Security Management 
- CAS in Business-Driven Data Management 
- CAS Corporate Entrepreneurship & Innovation Management 
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Position: Lecturer 
Responsible for the following modules 
 
- Digital Management 
- Digital Strategy & Transformation 
- Organizational Behavior & Change Management 
- Business Innovation Management 
- Corporate Management 1 & 2 
  (“Unternehmensführung 1 & 2”) 
- Scientific Writing and Methodology 
 
Position: Supervisor & Mentor 
Responsible for guiding and grading transfer and seminar papers,  
as well as bachelor and master theses 
Pending: I have now been invited to co-supervise PhD candidates 

2014 – 2019 Swiss Association for Nursing Science (SANS-VFP-APSI), Bern, Switzerland 
Project management and executive assistant manager 

2012 – 2013 Credit Suisse (Switzerland’s second largest bank), Zurich, Switzerland 
Department for Corporate & Institutional Clients,  
Institute for Financial Institutions (Inter-Banking Sector) 
Relationship Management ad interim, 
Inter-Banking Internship in Financial Institutions 

2010 – 2011 E-University & Walter Systems, Bern, Switzerland 
Marketing & Communications, Product Development (Online Learning Tools), 
Executive Pioneer for Innovation Ventures 

Before 2010 Swiss Competence Center for Social Science (FORS), Bern, Switzerland 
Quantitative Data Generation (leading interviews and surveys) 
 
Diverse mandates for generation of business concepts, programming of learning tools, 
operative execution of initiatives, marketing and communication 
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Miscellaneous 
Study abroad University of Canberra (Canberra, Australia), 2013 

Westminster College (Salt Lake City, USA), 2011 

Invited speaker Lectures at scientific conferences. Last conference: 
London, 5th International Webinar on Cognitive and Behavioral Neuroscience 
28th/29th November 2022, Center for Cognition and Behavior, Eventflare 

Initiatives Project leader of the “Innovation funnel” at the Institute for Management & 
Digitalization (IMD), Kalaidos University of Applied Sciences, Zurich, 2021-2022 
 
Academic lectures in the domain of spirituality and science,  
Vineyard Church, Bern, Switzerland, 2016 – 2019  
 
Volunteer for a Non-Profit Organization in Kinshasa-Kongo, 
Nouvelle Perspective, Kinshasa-Kongo/Switzerland, 2014 – 2017 
 
Diverse musical productions (live and studio), 2008 – 2022 
 
Mentoring exchange students at the University of Bern, Switzerland, 2014-2021  

Journal On-hold: building an academic journal in the domain of management & digitalization 
>> Working Paper Series for Management & Digital Transformation  
 

High aspirations Best master’s degree in biology, University of Fribourg 
Highest grade for master’s research in biology, University of Fribourg 
Highest grade for interdisciplinary master’s research in business, University of Bern 
Summa insigni cum laude for master’s in business, University of Bern 
Best degree for German thesis at high school (Matura), Gymnasium Bern-Kirchenfeld 
 

https://www.kalaidos-fh.ch/de-CH/Institut-fuer-Management-und-Digitalisierung/Working-Paper-Series
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Publication List 
(Please click on the links to access the articles) 

 

 

Currently under Peer-Review or Revision 

 Walter, Y. (2023). Digital Psychology: introducing a conceptual impact model and the 

future of work. Organizational Psychology Review, currently under peer-review. 

>> Click here for the latest draft 

 
 Walter, Y. (2023). The Digital Transformation in the Psychology of Workplace 

Spirituality. Journal of Occupational and Work Psychology, currently under peer-
review. 
>> Click here for the latest draft 
 

 Walter, Y. (2023). An AI Perspective on AI Ethics. The AI Ethics Journal, currently under 
peer-review. 
>> Click here for the latest draft 
 

 Walter, Y., & Koenig, T. (2023). The Induction of Religious Experiences and Temporal-

Lobe Activation: neuronal source localization using EEG inverse solutions. Cognitive 

Science, currently under peer-review. 

>> Click here for the latest draft 

 
 Walter, Y., & Zbinden, L. (2023). The problem with AI consciousness: A neurogenetic 

case against synthetic sentience. Digital Society, currently under peer-review. 

>> Click here for the latest draft 

 
 Walter, Y. (2023). The rapid competitive economy of machine learning development: 

a discussion on the social risks and benefits. AI and Ethics, currently under peer-

review. 

>> Click here for the latest draft 
  

https://www.joshwalter.net/_files/ugd/4ba99d_eb20c23ef491422283a2e94d478e4a9f.pdf
https://www.joshwalter.net/_files/ugd/4ba99d_09262d8c18874a378456e63f010428fa.pdf
https://www.joshwalter.net/_files/ugd/4ba99d_2b7c53a715a9482f9d1564357ea58444.pdf
https://www.joshwalter.net/_files/ugd/4ba99d_ad7a030cbf5641c2b3b9fb1102093ee2.pdf
https://www.joshwalter.net/_files/ugd/4ba99d_2f87e198c6b245ee9a990d1bbf60fb77.pdf
https://www.joshwalter.net/_files/ugd/4ba99d_274ad8e6401a4c68a8ea92b489432454.pdf
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 Walter, Y. , & Altofer, A. (2023). Autonomous neural network activation during 

religious worship experiences using Heart Rate Variability measurements. Religion, 

Bain & Behavior, currently under peer-review and revisions. 

>> Click here for the latest draft 

 

 Walter, Y. , & Altofer, A. (2023). Electrodermal activity implicating a sympathetic 
nervous system response under the perception of sensing a divine presence – a 
psychophysiological analysis. Psych, currently under peer-review. 
>> Click here for the latest draft 

 

Currently under submission (being finalized) 

 Walter, Y., & Koenig, T. (2023). EEG Spectral Analysis on the Cognitive 

Neuropsychology of Religious Experiences in Worship with Music. In submission at 

NeuroSci. 

>> Click here for the latest draft 

 

Projects in the pipeline (no final draft yet) 

 Walter, Y. (2023). Cognition and Psychosocial Effects of Digital Transformation in the 

Wake of the Industry 4.0. Will be submitted first at: German Journal for Work and 

Organizational Psychology. 

 

Academic Articles (University Blog) 

 Walter, Y. (2022). "ESG": a social innovation or sustainable global strategy? Emerging 

social criticisms concerning a modern governance-trend. Academic article: Digital 

Ventures - Scientific Blog-Article, Kalaidos University of Applied Sciences.  

>> Click here to access (original article in German) 

 

 Walter, Y. (2022). The Ethics of the Blockchain-Technology: it’s a question of 

sustainability, social justice, and trust. Academic article: Digital Ventures - Scientific 

Blog-Article, Kalaidos University of Applied Sciences. 

>> Click here to access (original article in German) 

 

 Walter, Y. (2022). The era of “neuromorphic computing”: from digital and AI business 

model hardware to ethical and ecological problems. Academic article: Digital Ventures 

- Scientific Blog-Article, Kalaidos University of Applied Sciences. 

>> Click here to access (original article in German) 
  

https://www.joshwalter.net/_files/ugd/4ba99d_718d79e93e5144bf88b6182e6f0d4ca8.pdf
https://www.joshwalter.net/_files/ugd/4ba99d_15f9c6fc51b4439ab3172a20a8de91fa.pdf
https://www.joshwalter.net/_files/ugd/4ba99d_8ffeb9f8b8e44998bacb7bf4860bf732.pdf
https://www.kalaidos-fh.ch/de-CH/Blog/Posts/2022/10/Unternehmensfuehrung-1005-Environmental-Social-and-Governance-Factors-ESG
https://www.kalaidos-fh.ch/de-CH/Blog/Posts/2022/07/Digitalisierung-1077-Ethik-hinter-Blockchain
https://www.kalaidos-fh.ch/de-CH/Blog/Posts/2022/06/Digitalisierung-1075-Zeitalter-Neuromorphic-Computing
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 Walter, Y. (2022). Digital humans in society and economy: from the «digital 

humanities» to «transhumanism». Academic article: Digital Ventures - Scientific Blog-

Article, Kalaidos University of Applied Sciences. 

>> Click here to access (original article in German) 

 

 Walter, Y. (2022). Artificial Intelligence and Data-Driven Business Models. Academic 

article: Digital Ventures - Scientific Blog-Article, Kalaidos University of Applied Sciences. 

>> Click here to access (original article in German) 

 
 Walter, Y. (2022). «Is everything digital?» The imbroglio of digital terminologies: the 

systematics of a novel nomenclature. Academic article: Digital Ventures - Scientific 

Blog-Article, Kalaidos University of Applied Sciences. 

>>Click here to access (original article in German) 

 

Scientific Publications 

 Walter, Y. (2022). The centrality of a digital strategy for societal and business 

innovations. Digital Transformation and Society, in press. https://doi.org/10.1108/DTS-

06-2022-0027 

>> Click here to access 

 
 Walter, Y. (2022). A Case Report On The “A.I. Locked-In Problem”: social concerns 

with modern NLP. ArXiv E-Prints, Computation and Language, Computers and Society.   
https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2209.12687 

>> Click here to access 

 
 Walter, Y. (2022). Building human systems of trust in an accelerating digital and AI-

driven world. Frontiers in Human Dynamics, section Digital Impacts, 4:926281, 1-5. 

>> Click here to access 

 

 Walter, Y. , & Koenig, T. (2022). Neural network involvement for religious experiences 

in worship measured by EEG microstate analysis. Social Neuroscience, 17(3), 258-273. 

>> Click here to access 

 

 Walter, Y., & Altorfer, A. (2022). Physiological Foundations for Religious Experiences in 

Devotional Worship Practices with Music Using Heart Rate and Respiratory Rate 

Analyses. European Journal of Investigation in Health, Psychology and Education, 12(2), 

127-143. https://doi.org/10.3390/ejihpe12020011 

>> Click here to access 

 
 Walter, Y., & Altorfer, A. (2022). The psychological role of music and attentional 

control for religious experiences in worship. Quarterly Journal of Experimental 

Psychology, 1-15. https://doi.org/10.1177/17470218221075330 

>> Click here to access 

https://www.kalaidos-fh.ch/de-CH/Blog/Posts/2022/05/Digitalisierung-1070-Digitaler-Mensch-in--Gesellschaft-und-Wirtschaft
https://www.kalaidos-fh.ch/de-CH/Blog/Posts/2022/04/Digitalisierung-1069-Kuenstliche-Intelligenz-und-datenbasierte-Geschaeftsmodelle
https://www.kalaidos-fh.ch/de-CH/Blog/Posts/2022/04/Digitalisierung-1068-Begriffs-Dschungel
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/DTS-06-2022-0027/full/pdf?title=the-centrality-of-a-digital-strategy-for-societal-and-business-innovations
https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.12687?context=cs.CL
https://www.joshwalter.net/_files/ugd/4ba99d_0ce81c18c0ca4d2080ac9294842323f0.pdf
https://www.joshwalter.net/_files/ugd/4ba99d_e3614a31ad3f4f76ae18a3e81ade05b2.pdf
https://www.mdpi.com/2254-9625/12/2/11
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/17470218221075330
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 Walter, Y. (2021). Towards a Qualitative Model of Religious Worship Experiences: 

Perceived encounters with the divine in the ritual context of musical devotion 

practices. American Journal of Qualitative Research, 5(1), 94-141. 

https://doi.org/10.29333/ajqr/10814 

>> Click here to access 

 

 Walter, Y. (2021). Neural Structural Changes Associated with Ritual Glossolalia (a 

Preliminary Study): Morphometrics on the Expertise of Praying in Tongues. Social 

Science Research Network SSRN. http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3837534 

>> Click here to access 

 

 Walter, Y., Dieguez, S., Mouthon, M., & Spierer, L. (2020). Brain structural evidence for 

a frontal pole specialization in glossolalia. IBRO Reports, 9, 32-36. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ibror.2020.06.002  

>> Click here to access 

  

Walter, Y. (2019). Disentangling Religiosity: The Impact of Religious Motivators on 

Business Ethics (a mixed-methods study). Social Science Research Network SSRN. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3505995  

>> Click here to access 

 

 Walter, Y. (2019). An investigation into the phenomenon of modern-day Miracle 
Healings in Christianity: A philosophical and empirical synthesis. Social Science 
Research Network SSRN. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3506082  
>> Click here to access 

 

 

Book Publication 

 Walter, Y. (2021). Discovering the meaning of life: a philosophical adventure into the 

ultimate question. London & New York: Gatekeeper Press. ISBN-13: 978-1662905698 

>> Click here to access 

 

 

 

https://www.ajqr.org/article/towards-a-qualitative-model-of-religious-worship-experiences-perceived-encounters-with-the-divine-in-10814
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3837534
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2451830120300170?via%3Dihub
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3505995
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3506082
https://www.amazon.de/Discovering-Meaning-Life-philosophical-adventure/dp/1662905696/ref=sr_1_2?__mk_de_DE=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&crid=2BWV4WIBVOWKG&keywords=josh+walter&qid=1651762812&sprefix=josh+walter%2Caps%2C143&sr=8-2
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My teaching statement 

 “I want my students to have great opportunities once they leave me because they 

made progress under my guidance”, a supervising professor of mine at the University of 

Fribourg once said. This declaration shows just how tender a person’s heart can 

become when the focus lies on supporting and fostering one’s students instead of 

simply viewing them as one’s clients or considering the task of caring for them as an 

unfortunate necessity bestowed upon professors by their employers. Such caring 

utterances almost sound like a father trying his best to both discipline as well as 

motivate his children to bring out their best. It is for this reason that we call a PhD 

supervisor “a doctoral father”. Throughout the years, I have had the privilege of being 

supervised, coached, and taught by men that felt like academic fathers to me. They 

were absolute experts in their fields, but they had not much to lose or to prove in their 

position, which is why I felt a genuine interest of them to shape the upcoming 

generation in their quest to strive for excellence.  

This is exactly the goal and it is my heart to be able to say the same to my own 

students. As such, making it particularly easy is not always the answer, which is why I 

have a reputation at my university of being rather strict with my students – but the 

success rate afterwards speaks for itself. It is always a fine line between providing 

students with a lot of demanding material that they need to learn but also giving them 

enough space to digest it. I do, however, believe that an engaging didactical style can 

go a long way in helping people to understand and seeing the use of things. In this 

spirit, I like to implement exciting and hands-on elements that help them to stay active 

and to understand the theories through some use-cases. For example, just a few weeks 

ago, I placed several QR-codes on my slides, and I asked my students to take out their 

phones, scan them and then fill out a quick survey. They often want to use their phones 

anyway, so we may just as well use them for our lectures. The survey results were then 

the perfect cornerstone to have an in-depth discussion about the topic. Not long after, 

we were discussing the potential benefits and risks of current AI developments. Since I 

am one of the very few researchers worldwide that got an early access to Dall-E 2 (this 

is an AI that generates images upon natural text prompts)1, I opened up the AI, put it on 

the screen, and let the students experiment with me on how we can create and perfect 

images through the model. Needless to say, the class was highly inspired by being given 

a glimpse into what is happening on the forefront of technological advancements. I 

myself have always loved it when my professors told us what is happening at the 

cutting-edge of their own research discipline. After all, this is where they have their 

expertise and hence, they are the most proficient people to answer our questions. 

However, it is important to me that my lectures are not just one-man talks but that we 

can establish a culture of discourse where, above all, critical thought needs to be 

applied. In my view, a distinguished university environment needs to be characterized 

through critical thinking and the possibility of constructive discourse. 

 

 
1 Dall-E 2 works with so-called NLP (natural language processing) transformer models based on an AI algorithm 
known as GPT-3.  
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My research statement 

 Maybe it is evident from my CV or the application letter, but I am a true advocate for 

inter- and transdisciplinary research. Interdisciplinary study is important because 

complex research phenomena need to be analyzed from the vantage point of different 

academic domains since each discipline operates with different methods and has its 

own unique “way of thinking”. Transdisciplinary study is relevant because we do not 

only need a diversity of perspectives but in fact a potentially unifying view that makes 

use of the strengths of different disciplines and therefore working on broadly 

applicable and generalizable models. For this, I have worked diligently to get an 

expertise in different academic domains while at the same time always intending to 

bring them together and bridge the gaps. This is where the cognitive and social sciences 

hold a special place because they are fundamental disciplines providing common 

ground for a wide array of researchers. The reason for this is simple: most projects 

geared towards studying humans deal with some aspects of human psychology 

encompassing our cognitions and/or emotions as well as our social interactions. This is 

true both on the level of the individual as well as of the collective, which eventually 

manifests in societies and the economy. Currently, these interactions also cross over to 

the field of digitalization and machine learning, where we are now more and more 

dealing with human-computer interactions. This is a field that I have embarked to study 

and wish to contribute to in the future. There are some core questions that come along 

in this field (this is just a brief selection): 

 

• How does technology change human to human interactions? 

• What kinds of communication channels are employed for this? 

• Which psychological modifications occur in the process? 

• How are human proclivities driving or dampening digital development? 

• What positive and negative psychological effects are emerging from digital 
platforms (i.e. new forms of work or new forms of dating via electronic apps)? 

• How does datafication change our sense of privacy and what business models 
are emerging in this context? 

• How does algorithmization and Artificial Intelligence influence human 
psychology and societal dynamics? 

• What is the future of human-computer interfaces? 
 

In some circles it can be underestimated just how valuable the contribution from the 
humanities or the social sciences can be. Philosophy, for example, is a driving force 
helping us to better understand highly relevant questions about AI, consciousness, 
personality, media innovation and social implications. Overall, I wish to employ a mix of 
empirical (qualitative, quantitative, experimental), conceptual and philosophical tools 
to the studies at hand as I was trained in a wide array of methodologies.  
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Empfehlungsschreiben für Yoshija Walter 
in der Forschung, Lehre und Entwicklung 
 
 
Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren 

 

Josh Walter (voller Name: Yoshija Walter) hat sich in den letzten Jahren intensiv mit den modernen 

Digitalisierungs- und Transformationsprozessen in der Gesellschaft und in der Wirtschaft beschäftigt, 

mit einem starken Fokus darauf, wie diese anhand einer stringenten Strategie auf die 

Unternehmenswelten angewandt werden können. Nebst seinem Unterricht in klassischeren 

Disziplinen der Betriebsökonomie (z.B. Unternehmensführung, Innovation, Organisation und 

Change) lässt er dies auch in Modulen wie «digital management» oder «digital  strategy» zur 

Anwendung kommen. Für seine Unterrichtstätigkeit als Dozent hat er jeweils sehr positive 

Rückmeldungen erhalten. Darüber hinaus verantwortet er als Studiengangsleiter am Institut für 

Management und Digitalisierung eine breite Anzahl von Studienprogrammen. Dazu gehören sowohl 

Angebote im Bereich des betrieblichen Managements (Executive Management und General 

Management), sowie Angebote im Bereich der Digitalisierung (u.a. Digitales Management & 

Unternehmensführung, digitale Transformation von Unternehmen, Digital Strategy & Performance, 

Innovative Management & Development). 

 

Sein Interesse und Hintergrund in interdisziplinärer Wissenschaft und Forschung hat sich bei uns nie 

als Mangel an Fokussierung erwiesen – im Gegenteil: er konnte dies sinnvoll einsetzen, z.B. im 

selbstständigen Aufbau des CAS Nachhaltigkeit und Ethik in Unternehmen oder in seiner 

Unterrichtstätigkeit zum wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten. In seiner Betreuung von studentischen Arbeiten 

hat er jeweils viel Wert auf eine saubere Methodik gelegt und konnte hier auch stark von seiner 

(mittlerweile abgeschlossenen) Dissertation in den kognitiven Neurowissenschaften profitieren.  

 

Zürich 
Prof. Dr. Ugo Merkli 
ugo.merkli@kalaidos-fh.ch 
Tel. +41 44 200 19 57 
Fax +41 44 200 19 57 
www.kalaidos-fh.ch 
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Josh Walters breite Ausbildung, Forschungsbezüge, sowie Praxiserfahrung zeigen deutlich, dass er 

sich in der Forschung, Lehre und Entwicklung zuhause fühlt. Dazu gehören ebenfalls 

praxisorientierte Disziplinen in der angewandten Forschung. Ich kann ihn also für die Arbeit in der 

Forschung und Lehre durchaus empfehlen. 

 

 

 
Prof. Dr. Ugo Merkli 
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Institut für allgemeine BWL 
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Dozent 
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Für Herrn Dr. Yoshija Walter, PhD 
Brunnmattstrasse 73A 
3007 Bern, Switzerland 
yoshija.walter@gmail.com 
+41 77 406 48 74 
 
 
 
Bern, April 2022 
 
 
Postdoc-Bestätigung und Empfehlung 
 
 
Werte Damen und Herren 
 
Yoshija Walter hat bei mir – mit der Co-Supervision von Prof. Dr. Jean-Marie Annoni an der 

Universität Fribourg und von Prof. Dr. Thomas König an der Universität Bern – seine Dissertation in 

der kognitiven Neurowissenschaft (PhD in Medical Science mit Spezifikation in den 

Neurowissenschaften) absolviert. Er hat dabei überdurchschnittlich hohe Ambitionen für seine 

Forschungsarbeit an den Tag gelegt und konnte seine Forschungsziele mit erstaunlicher Effizienz 

bewältigen. Dabei hat er sowohl auf ein stringentes Vorgehen und Methodik, aber auch auf ein 

kreatives Lösungsverfahren Acht gegeben. Es war mir eine Freude als inhaltlicher Hauptbetreuer 

einen derart innovativen und begabten Doktoranden zu begleiten und die Resultate kritisch zu 

diskutieren. Herr Walter weist ein sehr fundiertes Wissen und Problemverständnis auf, was ihn 

immer wieder zu einer kritischen Reflexion der Literatur und seiner eigenen Forschungstätigkeit 

veranlasst. Oft verbindet er seine Kenntnisse aus den Geistes-, Natur- und Sozialwissenschaften und 

dabei gelingt es ihm, die gewonnenen Erkenntnisse in ein grösseres und ganzheitlicheres Bild 

einzuordnen. Diese Qualitäten sind meines Erachtens nur selten in dieser Form anzutreffen. 

 

In seiner Dissertation untersuchte er die kognitiv-biologischen und verhaltensbasierten Korrelate von 

speziellen Bewusstseinszuständen. Dabei hat er auf der einen Seite mit Methoden der 

Sozialwissenschaften und der Psychologie1 gearbeitet und auf der anderen Seite kamen 

 
1 Qualitative und quantitative Methoden inkl. der Arbeit mit psychometrischen Modellen. 



Universität Bern 
Universitäre Psychiatrische Dienste (UPD) AG 
Translational Research Center 
Division of Clinical Research 
Research Group for Music, Emotion and Cognition 
PD Dr. Andreas Altorfer 
andreas.altorfer@upd.unibe.ch 
 
 
 

naturwissenschaftlich-medizinische Methoden2 zum Einsatz. Seine Dissertation hat er de-facto Ende 

2021 abgeschlossen und pandemiebedingt fand die Verteidigung etwas später, im Frühjahr 2022, 

statt. Aufgrund der erfreulichen Zusammenarbeit und seinem hohen Engagement haben wir uns 

dazu entschieden das Projekt noch weiter zu verfolgen. Deshalb arbeitet er seit Beginn 2022 unter 

meiner Begleitung an seinem Postdoc.  

 

Herr Walter teilt mir mit, dass er sich für die Forschung und Lehre interessiert und bittet mich um eine 

Bestätigung für sein Postdoc. Ich kann seine Arbeit im Postdoc bestätigen und möchte ihn sehr 

gerne zusätzlich für eine Stelle in der Forschung und Lehre (beziehungsweise auf seinem Weg zu 

einer Professur) empfehlen. Seine Vortragstätigkeiten im Rahmen der Dissertation waren sehr 

inspirierend und didaktisch sinnvoll aufgebaut. Besonders stark kann ich aber seine universitären 

Forschungsleistungen hervorheben. Er ist in seinen Forschungstätigkeiten äusserst differenziert und 

vorsichtig. Gleichzeitig überrascht er immer wieder mit neuen, innovativen Ansätzen, wobei er seinen 

überaus interdisziplinären Hintergrund vortrefflich anwenden kann. 

 

Es würde mich freuen zu sehen, wenn Herr Walter seine starken Fähigkeiten in der Forschung und 

Lehre an einem festen Lehrstuhl einsetzen könnte. Ein professorales Anstellungsverhältnis erscheint 

mir für alle Beteiligten gewinnbringend. 

 

Mit freundlichen Grüssen 

 

 
PD Dr. Andreas Altorfer 
 
Translational Research Center 
Universität Bern 

 
2 Auswertungen von EEG-Daten (Spektralanalysen und Inverse Lösungen) inkl. neuronale Netzwerke 
(Microstates), EKG-Daten (Atemfrequenz, Herzrate und Herzratenvariabilität) inkl. Auswertung des autonomen 
Nervensystems und Analysen von elektrischem Hautwiderstand (GSR) 
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Dr. Yoshija Walter 

Roschistrasse 14 

CH-3007 Bern 

 

 

Fribourg, 

April 13, 2022 

 

Recommendation letter 

for Yoshija Walter 

 

 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen 

 

I have had the pleasure of co-supervising Yoshija Walter for his PhD in medical science with a special 

focus on cognitive neuroscience. He has studied the neural, behavioral and cognitive mechanisms of 

special states of mind, more specifically of religious experiences. This is a novel field, and it takes 

both courage as well as a lot of background knowledge to do adequate research in this domain. It was 

very impressive to see that he was able to combine his four master’s degrees in the humanities, the 

social and economic sciences as well as neurobiology to create a fresh approach to the studies at hand 

and to have a holistic view upon them. This showed us that he has a thorough understanding of the 

different “ways of thinking” from the diverse disciplines that he has been studying before, and he 

knows how to apply this to concrete research topics. He has a strong proclivity and high aspirations in 

the domains of interdisciplinary research and teaching, and he has proven to be successful in his 

endeavors.  

 

He has been working with excellence on a scientific level but also in respect to his digital data 

management due to the fact that the project generated a wealth of digital data sets with various clinical 



 
 

   2 
 

measurements. These had to be handled with due care and it was necessary to be up to date by 

understanding the methodological nuances involved with the measurements and their interpretation. 

He did this by adequately including perspectives from the cognitive neurosciences and disciplines 

from the social sciences and the humanities. 

 

I think Dr. Walter would be perfectly suited for a job involving teaching and research as I believe that 

he has outstanding prerequisites. He has successfully embarked on his path towards a professorship, 

and I can gladly recommend him for a position in this direction. 

 

Kind regards 

 

Prof. Dr. Jean-Marie Annoni 

Head of the Laboratory for Cognitive Neurosciences 

 

Section of Medicine 

Faculty for Mathematics and Natural Sciences 

University of Fribourg 
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Digital Psychology: introducing a conceptual impact model and the future of 

work

Abstract

The present review is the first of its kind to form a conceptual discussion about a novel field, 

here referred to as digital psychology. The result is a conceptual impact model of digital 

psychology (in short: CIMDP) highlighting the bidirectional relationship between human 

psychology (consisting of affect, cognition, and behavior) and digital transformation (driven 

by datafication, algorithmization, and platformization). The findings of the CIMDP are 

applied to a relevant field in economy and business development, namely to the digital 

future of work, which appears to be mediated by organizational behavior and governed by 

managerial decisions. The resulting model may be used to provide orientation in a new 

research domain and to guide future studies in psychology, cognitive science, digital 

transformation, human-computer interactions, organizational behavior, and business 

management. 
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1. Introduction

There is a massive digital transformation occurring across our societies, which means that 

our lives are shifting more and more from physical to digital spheres (Bohlin, 2022; Musik & 

Bogner, 2019; Uygun & Aydin, 2021). Even though this has been true for the past two 

decades and more, the process of digitalization undertook a strong acceleration during the 

Corona pandemic (Amankwah-Amoah et al., 2021). Because of technological innovations like 

platform economies  (Meijerink et al., 2021; Myriam, 2021), edge computing and the 

blockchain (Panda et al., 2020), as well as rapid developments in artificial intelligence 

(Fletchen, 2021; Wooldridge, 2021), it does not seem like these trends in digitalization will 

end anytime soon. This creates new spaces for humans to develop themselves, to get in 

contact with each other, and to interact with their environment. The emerging digital spaces 

in fact are not only new tools that can be used to foster productivity, instead they provide 

completely new places for people to inhabit. It is a mental inhabitation, since, for example, a 

person immersed in the metaverse, or an augmented reality game is not physically 

somewhere else but is mentally present in a very different space than his or her physical 

location. In this space, there is the possibility to do other things, learn different information, 

and meet other people than would be possible in a purely physical fashion (Mukherjee, 

2020; Youngs, 2013).

There are natural impacts of “the digital” on human psychology, and there are also 

psychological influences on digital change, both occurring on several levels. In the current 

paper, we discuss these dynamics and eventually formulate a preliminary conceptual 

bidirectional impact model. This is followed up with a brief discussion of how these insights 

concerning digital psychology affect one of the most pertinent domains of the modern 

economy and current business development pressures – the future of work.
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This bidirectional relationship between technology and psychology was described as a key 

characteristic of digital psychology, which becomes evident in a quote by Sarkar (2022, 

paras. 4–5):

Digital psychology is an arena of study that examines the impact of digital technology 
and media on psychological aspects of human lives, such as human behaviors, 
actions, attitudes, motivation, learning, and others.

Interestingly, human psychology also influences the development and evolution of 
digital media and technology, such as its influence on business performance, growth, 
and economic landscape. Digital psychology explores the bidirectional relationship 
between human psychology and digital technology and media that have tremendous 
influences on each other.

2. Digital Impact on Human Psychology

In the early days, digital psychology was merely referred to as cyber psychology or web 

psychology (Ancis, 2020; Attrill-Smith et al., 2019; Gordo-López & Parker, 1999; Norman, 

2017; Piazza & Bering, 2009; Riva & Galimberti, 2001). Since nowadays not everything that is 

digital automatically implies that it is online (although it often may be), the latter is generally 

considered a part of the former. How we deal with the online world is only a part of how we 

deal with the digital world (Suler, 2016). There are various ethical challenges that arise in 

cyber and digital psychology. For example, how do digital technologies modify our extended 

selves and how should we deal with this? How much do we want to merge with technology 

(i.e. through human-computer interfaces)? Should we allow technology to permeate the 

lives of our children? Do we want digitalization to be a part of aging and gerontology? How 

can we deal with problematic internet use, online gambling, smartphones, and excessive 

video games? Is there room for e-therapy? Are we happy with how social media influences 

self-perception? How do we feel about digital citizenship or our immersion into virtual 
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reality? All this goes to show that there is a societal and ethical relevance to how digital 

technology impacts human psychology (for a detailed analysis on this, see Parsons, 2019). 

More recently, psychologists have started to realize that the vast availability of personal data 

through the Internet of Things (IoT) and our smartphone use can be used for psychometric 

measurements. Interestingly, our liking, texting, and reading behavior online can be used to 

reliably predict personality traits (Azucar et al., 2018; Kosinski et al., 2013; Youyou et al., 

2015). This is called digital phenotyping and was employed in a new discipline called 

Psychoinformatics (Montag & Elhai, 2019, 2020). Such research has was applied to 

neuroscience and it was found that digital use modified certain brain structures (Montag et 

al., 2017). At the same time, researchers linked smartphone use to molecular genetic 

markers (Sariyska et al., 2018). However, some scholars weighed in to call for caution since 

these avenues were still new and relatively unexplored. For example, Marengo and Montag 

(2020, p. 52) stated: “Results showed that on average, the accuracy of prediction of user 

personality scores by mining Facebook data is moderate […] Currently, personality-

predictions from social media and smartphone data are feasible, but far away from perfect.” 

Research in digital psychology sometimes manifested under the headings of the “Psychology 

of Technology” with the key interests being digital influences on the brain, workplace 

applications, personality differences, digital literacy, attitudes across lifespan, digital ethics, 

childhood and teen development, social media use, and behavioral change (for a detailed 

discussion, see Rosen et al., 2015). A major interest was posed through the question if 

digitalization (often operationalized as time spent on the screen) has a negative impact on 

psychological wellbeing. Although there are many factors at play that can influence the 

answer to this question, a quantitative study showed that overall, moderate use of digital 
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technology was not negatively correlated with wellbeing and may even be advantageous in a 

connected world (Przybylski & Weinstein, 2017). However, a meta-review on the influence 

of social media and the feeling of loneliness revealed a complex picture, indicating that there 

is a two-way street: if the internet is used to strengthen one’s social ties, the feeling of 

loneliness is mitigated, but if it is used to evade social anxiety, the pain of feeling lonely is 

generally increased (Nowland et al., 2018). Apart from this, online platforms can also be 

used to continue misbehavior already present in the offline world, which becomes evident in 

research dealing with the rise of cyberbullying (Kowalski et al., 2014). Studies dealing with 

fears concerning the psychosocial effects of digital transformation show that the effects are 

not uniform (meaning that they are context-dependent) and that misbehavior (i.e. 

cyberbullying) is often conditioned in the offline world and this strongly dictates how it is 

both continued and perceived online (George & Odgers, 2015; Underwood & Ehrenreich, 

2017). However, if one focuses on the negative effects of digitalization, one certainly finds 

some (Lissak, 2018): a literature review found negative effects of screen time of children and 

adolescents on physical health (poor sleep, cardiovascular diseases, impaired vision and 

reduced bone density), on psychological effects (poor sleep, depression and suicidal 

ideation), and on neurological patterns (ADHD, dopamine pathways, addiction behavior, 

structural brain regions associated with cognitive control and emotional regulation).

It is clear from this that digital change has an influence on human psychology. In any case, it 

is important to note that there is a bidirectional relationship at play where technology has an 

impact on us humans but that the same is also true the other way around. 
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3. Psychological Impact on Digital Transformation

An in-depth literature review about the role of psychology in digital transformation holds 

that there are two main factors that define digital change (Bögel & Upham, 2018):

1. Consumption: People have to be willing to use and consume a digital good in order for 
businesses to have the incentive to further invest in advancing a specific technology.

2. Social acceptance: These incentives can only be set in place when influential or 
financially powerful individuals as well as society at large deem a technology as useful 
and worthwhile. 

The two factors are most effectively met when they coincide with macroeconomic needs, 

such as the psychological adaptivity of new workplace technology. Another review 

formulated the Consumer Acceptance of Technology (CAT) model, in which the authors claim 

that technology acceptance is underlying a function of both cognition and affect (Kulviwat et 

al., 2007). In other words, we both have to think as well as to feel that using a digital 

innovation makes sense and improves our lives. If this is not the case, then a new 

technological advancement can be as good as it could technically become, but it would not 

be implemented and distributed because it lacks any interested users. 

These dynamics were studied by a team analyzing the factors that predicted the use of 

technology. They worked with a sample of 1,204 adults ranging from 19-91 years of age. 

They found that one of the strongest predictors was the participants’ age since older 

respondents were less likely to adopt new technologies and use digital tools than younger 

ones. Computer anxiety, fluid intelligence, and crystallized intelligence were important 

technology use predictors. The effect of age on technology adoption was statistically 

mediated by cognitive ability, computer self-efficacy, and computer anxiety (Czaja et al., 

2006). A similar study analyzed how age influenced the use of a new software that was 

introduced to 118 workers. Whereas younger employees were more influenced by their own 
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attitudes towards the technology, older participants were more guided by their own 

subjective norms and perceived behavioral control, although the latter effect vanished over 

time (Morris & Venkatesh, 2006). Such findings need to be taken seriously by companies 

trying to promote technology adoption.

By far, one of the most important selection pressures for digital transformation is human 

trust. Trust in technology and the information provided by the medium is key for whether 

people want to use and rely on the digital tool or not (Kelton et al., 2008). It was found that 

user satisfaction strongly coincided with both performance ambiguity and digital trust 

(Johnson et al., 2008). These principles become all the more important in modern 

developments where Artificial Intelligence (in short, AI) and related automated algorithms 

become mainstream. They heavily learn from and interact with human behavior, meaning 

that they emerge as powerful predictors of choice and as such become rather invasive in our 

daily lives. At the same time, the billions of nodes (called “neurons”) in artificial neural 

networks of modern Large Language Models (LLMs) and computer vision applications form 

somewhat of a “black box” because the computations become too complex for many of us 

to track (cf. Adadi & Berrada, 2018). Therefore, there is an active call for “building human 

systems of trust in an accelerating digital and AI-driven world” (Y. Walter, 2022). In other 

words, trust is a central constituent of digital adoption.

Hence, digital technology does not only influence human psychology, but our psychological 

dispositions at the same time determine which technical advancements are favored, trusted, 

and adopted. The result is that only the tools that coincide with our likings are pushed 

forward, and the ones that strike our distrust will most likely be filtered out. 
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4. The Psychological Dimension

4.1. Human Psychology in the Digital Era

As seen above, twenty years ago, authors first discussed the digital divide, meaning that 

demographic variables (mostly age and gender) influenced how people used the internet 

and if they purchased consumer goods online (Akhter, 2003; Cooper & Weaver, 2003). These 

dynamics have now changed since demographics became less important and gave rise to 

psycho-social variables (Multan et al., 2019). In general, constructs in psychology can be 

modeled along three interdependent factors (Breckler, 1984; Eiser & Eiser, 1986; Forgas, 

2001, 2006, 2008; Goldstein, 2014; Gollwitzer & Bargh, 1996; Isen, 1987; Izard et al., 1984; F. 

Jackson, 1982; L. A. Jackson et al., 1996; Koltko-Rivera, 2004):

 Cognition: deals with what we are “thinking”.
 Affect: deals with what we are “feeling”.
 Behavior: deals with what we are “doing”. 

Although it is rare that studies take all three perspectives into account when analyzing the 

influence of digital technology on individuals, sometimes authors are interested in a 

comprehensive view – like in the change in cognition, affect, behavior, and even 

psychophysiology of “digital natives” (Yilin et al., 2017). For the purposes of the present 

discussion, it appears to be valuable to make use of the distinction between cognition, affect 

and behavior in the context of digital psychology.

4.2. Cognition

Digital transformation affects the way we think and construct our mental representations, 

both of the world and of ourselves (Morales-Marti̇nez et al., 2017; Saunders et al., 2017). In 

cognitive neuroscience, the term active externalism was coined to denote the empirically 

testable idea that many of us have implemented technological tools into our cognitive 
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structures (Coin & Dubljević, 2021; Dartnall, 2007; Ludwig, 2015; Lyre, 2010; Smart, 2017; H. 

Walter, 2018). A cell phone, for example, can nowadays be used to store phone numbers, 

personal and business contacts, and a host of other information that we wish to store but 

not necessarily memorize. The phone may thus become a sort of a “second brain”, which is 

integrated into our regular cognitive patterns (Campbell et al., 2010; Forte, 2022). There is a 

comparable idea in the domain of philosophy known as the extended mind thesis, which 

denotes the idea that the human mind is not limited to the brain and body, but that it can be 

extended into the physical world with examples like phones or computers (Farina & Levin, 

2021). A fancy discussion revolving around the (physical) merging between humans and 

technology can be found around the topic of transhumanism (for a detailed review, see 

More, 2013).

A literature analysis entitled “Digital era psychology – studies on cognitive changes” 

highlighted some interesting findings (Vasile, 2012):

 Some authors were concerned that internet-based activities negatively affect children 
and adolescents, but there appeared to be new skills emerging helping them to adapt to 
the new digital world.

 Some authors believed that the rise of IT-technology might be responsible for the growth 
of certain disorders, such as ADHD.

 There appeared to be cognitive changes occurring in users of digital technology that 
provided an integrative function for society.

 There are studies showing that digitalization led to a decrease in skills that were 
employed in a “pre-digital human period” (p. 736).

 The main cognitive change observed had to do with the adaptation to new ways of 
information processing.

 Visual pathways of learning and information processing became more prevalent in a 
digitized world, which might result in a decrease of cognitive performance due to 
overload.

 Personality variables appeared to be changing due to cognitive adjustments and social 
identity was undergoing changes as well due to new ways of socializing.

These cognitive developments seem to yield both emotional and behavioral changes (i.e. via 

new phenomena, like cyberbullying).
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4.3. Affect

In the case of cyberbullying, there are emotional and affective reactions towards digital 

occurrences. If one gets bullied offline, it dampens a person’s self-esteem. This is no less true 

for online bullying, although a strong difference is that hateful comments can accumulate 

huge numbers when a community starts to attack a user and it can get especially vicious due 

to the fact that one can remain anonymous online and does not need to fear practical 

repercussions (Slonje et al., 2013). Interestingly, a study with 76 participants analyzed 3,649 

social interactions across communication channels and found that – for better or for worse – 

text-based communication influenced self-esteem more than face-to-face or cellphone 

communication (Gonzales, 2014).

Digital platforms can become particularly immersive, which may be due to their interactive 

nature. This is evident in digital games where users dive into a whole new world that is often 

distinct from physical reality (except in the case of augmented or extended reality games). It 

has been shown that they can provoke psychological flow states accompanied by positive 

emotions, which in turn can positively affect social functioning and self-image (Alexiou et al., 

2012). Unfortunately, it is not all fun and games: a study involving 1,557 German internet 

users found that they often suffered from “digital stress” due to a communication load 

resulting from private and business e-mails, social media messages, and internet 

multitasking. This was indirectly related to burnout, depression, and anxiety. Some of the 

key drivers in the phenomenon were the perceived social pressure, the fear of missing out, 

as well as the number of social interactions online. The effect was significantly moderated by 

the respondent’s age, which makes the study of digital stress interesting from a life span 

perspective (Reinecke et al., 2017). 
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A paper entitled “Cyberpsychology and Affective Computing” detailed that psychological 

research outlined the embeddings of emotion in digital change. The authors suggested that 

such knowledge can and should be used for novel approaches in what they called 

“cybertherapy”, and personal development in “positive technology” and “smart health” to 

improve personal wellbeing (Calvo et al., 2015). As such, improvements in our understanding 

of digital emotion could aid in better digital behavior.

4.4. Behavior

What we think and what we feel online and concerning our use of digital tools eventually 

defines what we do in the digital sphere. The same is true for ethical intuitions in the digital 

space. An empirical “four component model” of moral behavior described the synergistic 

influences involving the key factors of sensitivity, judgment, motivation, and action. In this 

model, digital moral action was the result of a function based on thought and emotion 

manifested in sensitivity, judgment, and motivation (Crowell et al., 2008).

Some of the daily behavior in modern society has partially or completely shifted into the 

digital sphere, like certain forms of communication or shopping behavior. This means that 

marketers had to adapt to reach their potential customer base in a way as to remain 

attractive in the changing digital environment (Cleghorn & Griffiths, 2015; Stephen, 2016). It 

was shown that especially millennials and younger people made use of online-shopping, 

which had its own dynamic: customer decisions were largely influenced by social media and 

impulsive discounts, alongside the person’s needs, provided information, customer reviews, 

confidence, risk level and avoidance, intention and perception (Roopa et al., 2022). 

Interestingly, a study demonstrated that a physical shopping list resulted in more rational 
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consumer behavior whereas a digital shopping list yielded much more impulsive buying 

decisions (Huang & Yang, 2018). 

The adapted behavior due to digital change can be very practical, as may be seen through 

the introduction of dating apps like Tinder, Bumble, Hinge, and alike when it comes to young 

people seeking for a mate. The mating strategies of men and women had to drastically 

change in the pursuit of pleasing not only a prospective partner, but first and foremost the 

selective algorithms governed by AI. Both genders had to position themselves in a “clickbait” 

manner so that one might garner a “right swipe” (Hitsch et al., 2010) and the sheer ubiquity 

of profiles worldwide resulted in somewhat of a fatigue in relation to dating (Schwartz & 

Velotta, 2018; Solovyeva & Laskin, 2022). As a result, some authors claimed that people 

were having less relationships and less sex than before the advent of online dating (Proksch 

et al., 2021; cf. Stoicescu, 2020). Men in particular were found to be most discriminated on 

the dating apps (Lamphere & Pomykacz, 2022) whereas women appeared to experience 

novel risks of harassment and thus have developed modified forms of protection strategies 

(Mironova et al., 2021). 

Today, digital behavior is often analyzed through a method called “conversation analysis” 

since a major percentage of what we do online is a form of communication (either via text, 

pictures, videos or voice memos). The method allows for a detailed, sequential and 

discursive analysis of real-life online interactions (Meredith, 2020). Although digitalization 

affects the behavior of people of all ages, it is especially impactful for young people. As 

Ahuja and Alavi (Ahuja & Alavi, 2017, p. 671) hold:

Changing lifestyles and a constant digital presence is impacting the minds of millions 
of youngsters as the average amount of time spent on the internet increases rapidly. 
Youngsters are spending a lot of time online-chatting with their friends through social 
networks, playing online games with their peers, and shopping products online. As 
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the individual need for recognition and self actualisation grows, youngsters are trying 
to form and establish identities online.

Basically, everything we think in relation to the digital world belongs to the domain of digital 

cognition, whereas everything we feel in the digital sphere pertains to digital affect, and 

everything we do on digital platforms deals with digital behavior. And it appears as though 

not only our tools but also our psychology has been increasingly subject to the process of 

digitalization. 

5. The Technological Dimension

Digital transformation refers to the process of leading people and social constructs (e.g. 

societies, governments, organizations, or businesses) into a digitized world where the 

handling of digital tools becomes commonplace (Zaoui & Souissi, 2020). This also includes 

associated strategic activities, like business model innovating (Bican & Brem, 2020). This is 

why digital business models and digital business model transformation have become 

increasingly important for the survival of businesses in a digital era (Hess, 2019; Hinterhuber 

et al., 2021; Schrape, 2021). There are in-depth analytical models trying to guide the digital 

transformation, such as the step-wise model by Peter (2017), which starts with the 

conception of an organization before the transformation where most of the processes are 

still built upon analog technology, and it ends with the conception of an organization within 

the digital era. 

Latzer (2022) refers to the “digital trinity”. These are three features comprehensively making 

sense of the digital change occurring in society and economy, which eventually are propelled 

or selected by psychological mechanisms. The author holds that “This trinity metaphor does 

not refer to theological (Catholic) interpretations of God the Father, Son and Holy Spirit, but 
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primarily to its co-evolutionary and complex character” (p. 335). His research showed that 

there appeared to be three key processes to digitalization:

 Datafication: Digital data became ubiquitous as we leave online traces and fingerprints 
everywhere we click. This process was expanded by the advancements made concerning 
the Internet of Things (IoT). The result was that there was more (big) data than ever and 
that it became the “new oil” because it became a valuable good powering many modern 
digital business models.

 Algorithmization: problem-solving and data processing including decision making 
became much more automated, which was bound to be perfected using AI. Statistical 
models and mechanistic computation lied at the heart of many modern platforms, and 
this led to the phenomenon that many decisions human performed were at least co-
influenced by algorithms. Decisions like which movies to watch, which foods to eat, 
which books to read, which education programs to select, and even which dates to go on 
were heavily affected by which alternatives and information are pre-selected for us 
through machines. 

 Platformization: As datafication and algorithmization progressed, people were meeting 
more and more online to get connected (i.e. social media). They also visited online 
platforms to get informed (such as news outlets) or they did their shopping digitally 
(through e-commerce). Both private as well as work life got shifted to online platforms as 
home office became not only mainstream but during the Corona pandemic also 
imperative for many. There was one trend that went counter the platformization idea, 
namely the technology of edge computing. This refers to the process that computation 
occurs not in a central cloud but locally with fast processors (Al-Turjman, 2018). 
However, edge computing did not neglect the idea that business models and social 
interactions now exceedingly take place on digital platforms.

5. The Conceptual Impact Model for Digital Psychology

The aforegoing discussion intended to demonstrate that there are bidirectional influences 

between human and technological elements. On the one hand, there are digital 

developments that directly influence human psychology. For example, studies have shown 

that Tinder employs an algorithm that allocates 80% of female users to 20% of top male 

users, which appeared to have detrimental effects on many men’s self-esteem. At the same 

time, it increased women’s self-perception of being desirable but lowered their hopes of 

ever attaining a steady relationship. From a business model perspective, the Tinder AI 
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worked well since it was set out to maximize people’s time on the app (and letting them find 

their perfect match would probably defeat this purpose), but from a social and psychological 

perspective, the model had damaging effects. Tinder and similar platforms were strongly 

criticized for this, but by and large there was no economic incentive to make significant 

changes (Fox, 2019; Portingale et al., 2022; Strubel & Petrie, 2017; Toma, 2022).

On the other hand, there are psychological impacts on the rate and nature of digital 

transformation. Only if users trust the new technology and the associated dynamics will they 

adopt a digital tool, which is a necessary prerequisite for technological instruments to 

permeate the community. Technological ideas that do not conform to psychological 

dispositions but go against them will not find interested users. 

On the psychological dimension, there appear to be three factors responsible for defining 

the nature of specificities in our human-computer interactions (HCI). They are affect (how 

we feel about and because of computers), cognition (what we think about and because of 

computers), and behavior (how we act with and because of computers). On the 

technological dimension, there may also be three factors that characterize the rise of 

modern immersive and emerging technologies. They are platforms (driving the process of 

platformization), data (driving the process of datafication), and algorithms (driving the 

process of algorithmization). Together, these dynamics can be visually summarized in the 

conceptual impact model for digital psychology as depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the Conceptual Impact Model for Digital Psychology (CIMDP).

6. Implications for the future of work

The dynamics found in the Conceptual Impact Model for Digital Psychology (CIMDP) have 

practical consequences. An important area for society and economy is the evolution of work-

related assets. Among them lies first and foremost the question of how jobs and work will 

look like upon further experiencing an ongoing digital transformation. As the impact model 

implies, the answer to this question will depend upon both psychological as well as 

technological factors that both influence each other.

Already two decades ago, Valcour and Hunter (2004) discussed that technological advances 

(especially in IT and telecommunication) affect a person’s work-life integration. Ever since 

the Corona pandemic, these effects have become mainstream (Ratten, 2020). A research 

report by McKinsey & Co. (2021) declared that the strongest disruption is seen with jobs that 

have a high proclivity for physical proximity. The reason for this is naturally not the biology 

of the virus itself, but the social trends that followed, which became immanent in a push for 
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digitalization in most industries. This trend was actualized through the introduction of 

collaborative technologies and the respective adaptations in the psychology of work. A 

literature review dealing with digital developments during COVID-19 highlighted three 

factors that appeared to be central to the experience of work, as well as the impact of 

technology on work and employment. They are: (i) issues of control, (ii) managerial 

surveillance, and (iii) resistance to the digital change (Hodder, 2020). A major practical shift 

to how work was generally conceived was the normalization of the home office, which was 

not only an add-on to many jobs but for a period of time was a politically enforced work 

modality 

The digitalized work place was sometimes referred to as the Work Environment 4.0 and it 

was added that intentional forgetting may be a helpful feature promoting change, 

adaptability, and agility in this environment (Schüffler et al., 2020). In these dynamics, 

working with digital Management Information Systems (MIS) is commonplace to provide 

consistent information, even in environments defined by constant (digital) change. However, 

similar to what was discussed above, the MIS can only be adopted if it is adequately 

incentivized and garners the necessary social trust, which also influences worker 

performance (Meeßen et al., 2020). A key tool in the digital workspace is the integration of 

interactive assistive systems that act as a sort of cognitive companion. This helps employees 

to structure, make sense of, and delete information (Niessen et al., 2020; Siebers et al., 

2017). The assistive cognitive companion is grounded in a knowledge base and is applied 

using machine learning. Human appreciation is used to both amend the knowledge base as 

well as to feed the AI with decision-relevant information (Niessen et al., 2020). As Kluge, 

Antoni, and Ellwart (2020, p. 3) hold: “With the implementation of such solutions, new 

challenges emerge – challenges of managing technical change and technology acceptance.” 
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A paper on the introduction of new technology in the workplace puts it well when saying 

that employees must come first, and technology comes second. The authors tracked the 

implementation of smart glasses in a manufacturing company and found that the adoption 

worked best when employees were brought into the loop from the very beginning. Already 

when starting the project, their perspective was taken into account, rather than consulting 

them after all the decisions were made (Paruzel et al., 2020). 

The CIMDP holds that digital transformation occurs along the dynamics of datafication, 

algorithmization, and platformization (Latzer, 2022). Similar trends have also been observed 

in the digitalization of work (Parker & Grote, 2022; Poutanen et al., 2019). Four intervention 

strategies were identified and it was found that they contribute to a positive influence of 

technological introduction on job resources, employee well-being, safety, and performance 

(Parker & Grote, 2022):

1. Design choices: Work design choices have to be taken into account when new 
technology is implemented, and they need to be consistent with sociotechnical systems 
of joint optimization.

2. Human-centered design: During the design and procurement phase of new technologies, 
human-centered design principles have to be proactively considered. 

3. Macro-level policies: Organizationally oriented intervention strategies need to be 
supported by macro-level governance strategies and policies.

4. Broad empowerment: The focus should not only lie in making employees fit for the use 
of the new technology, but they (as well as other relevant stakeholders) should be 
trained in work design and related topics.

A study conducted with 947 employees in 46 subsidiary firms analyzed how digital 

transformation initiatives affected employee outcomes. The authors included three outcome 

variables, namely affective commitment, psychological safety, and change-oriented 

organizational citizenship behavior. The study found that digitalization initiatives were 

negatively correlated with all these employee outcome variables, showing that digital 

transformation may be an immensely destabilizing force for the workers. However, the 
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negative effect was moderated by the CEO’s experience in situations of challenge. Hence, 

the more experienced in difficult situations a CEO was, the better the psychological 

employee outcomes upon the transformation initiatives became (J. Lee et al., 2021). In other 

words, managerial decisions by an experienced leadership staff had a positive impact on the 

organizational behavior to facilitate positive psychological employee adaptations in the 

context of the firm’s digital transformation. 

An article discussing the workplace of the future in the context of digital work claims that the 

how and the what gain in relevance, and that the where and the when lose their significance 

(Dittes et al., 2019).  One key insight is that “Digital work is deeply rooted in organizational 

identity” (p. 654). The authors identify four major management challenges which 

organizations need to overcome to introduce digital work environments effectively:

 Challenge 1
Digital work overload: The need to avoid technostress and to achieve a better work-life 
balance.

 Challenge 2
Culture and leadership paradigms: The need to harmonize prevailing organizational 
culture and leadership strategies with new agile ones.

 Challenge 3
Digital natives and digital immigrants: The need to address their different expectations.

 Challenge 4
The top-management: The need to be both pioneers and apprentices at the same time.

Although there are positive effects of digitalization at work, much research has emphasized 

the negative psychological outcomes, which was sometimes referred to as “the dark side of 

digitalization in the future of work” (Bamel et al., 2022, p. 1). The authors have also made 

suggestions how this “dark side” can be mitigated, namely by promoting work-life balance, 

by the democratization of work and work technologies, by promoting employee 

empowerment, by promoting entrepreneurial behavior, by reskilling for mastery, and by 

directly focusing on employee wellbeing (Bamel et al., 2022). Although enforced remote 
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working via digital platforms can sometimes induce stress, exhaustion, and negative effects 

on subjective wellbeing (Singh et al., 2022), there are digital wellbeing applications that can 

help mitigate these effects (Parry et al., 2023).

Overall, it may be safe to argue that the future of work is becoming increasingly digital and 

that therefore the dynamics of digital psychology apply, indicating that one is dealing with a 

bidirectional effect where technology influences human psychology and vice versa. There 

appears to be an added layer to the discussion of digital psychology in the context of work-

related issues, namely the role of organizational behavior. The organization determines how 

the digital transformation is introduced into the firm and by which means employees 

become empowered to deal with digital change. Based on the present discussion and 

inspired by the above introduced conceptual impact model for digital psychology (CIMDP), 

the managerial decisions seem to affect the organizational behavior, which itself appears to 

be a mediator between the psychological dynamics of the employees and the nature of the 

digital transformation, which can be seen in Figure 2. The psychological dimension remains 

to consist of affect, cognition, and behavior, whereas the technological dimension still 

incorporates data, algorithms, and platforms. However, the organization influences the 

firm’s nature of digitalization, and it decides how employees are assisted to deal with digital 

change. As such, organizational behavior (as directed by managerial decisions) is a part of 

how digital psychology is construed when applied to the digitalized future of work. 
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Figure 2. Illustration of the role of organizational behavior in the digital future of work using 

the conceptual impact model for digital psychology (CIMDP).

Conclusions and Future Directions

The present discussion was the first of its kind to highlight how psychological dynamics 

influence technological change and how the latter is affected by the former, which here was 

referred to as the bidirectional relationship of digital psychology. The results were 

summarized in a preliminary impact model for digital psychology (the CIMDP), and they 

were applied to an important trend in economy and business development, namely the 

digital future of work. It became evident that organizational behavior governed by 

managerial decisions ought to be conceived as a mediating force between psychological 

features and the nature of digital transformation since it is the top-management that 

eventually decides upon how the organization directs the digital transformation, and also 

how employees are led forward into the digital change. People can react on the levels of 
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emotion, cognition, and behavior, whereas the digital change presently is strongly driven by 

datafication, algorithmization and platformization. 

The present review forms a discussion that is largely conceptual and aims to introduce a first 

framework in a novel field called digital psychology. The model was created with the goal to 

help future research to structure the experimental designs and to make sense of the findings 

in a broader conceptual picture in the context of digital psychology. Future studies can 

either test these relationships quantitatively, make sense of them more in-depth on a 

qualitative level, or can enrich the model by adding more knowledge as more studies in the 

domain emerge.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the Conceptual Impact Model for Digital Psychology (CIMDP). 
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Figure 2. Illustration of the role of organizational behavior in the digital future of work using the conceptual 
impact model for digital psychology (CIMDP). 
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Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of the present paper is to show that a clearly delineated digital strategy and an agile
mindset is key for the successful adoption of digital innovation in society and business.
Design/methodology/approach – This is a case study and critical discussion.
Findings – It was seen that both the business case (Netflix) and the societal case on the level of a country
(El Salvador) lack a digital strategy, which initiated the innovation problems. However, Netflix proved to have
an agile reactivity, which helped them to get back on track, which was not the case for El Salvador.
Originality/value –This discussion is relevant because the domain of “society” and the domain of “business”
are often discussed as separated worlds. However, this paper intends to show that there are some logical
dynamics underlyingdigital transformation in the case of digital innovation that apply to both of these domains.

Keywords Agility, Digitalization, Digital transformation, Digital strategy, El Salvador, Netflix

Paper type Practitioner paper

1. Introduction
Our societies are currently undergoing a massive digital transformation, meaning that our
lives are taking place more and more in digital spheres (Bohlin, 2022; Musik & Bogner, 2019;
Uygun & Aydin, 2021). Although this has been true before, the process of digitalization has
greatly accelerated during the corona pandemic (Amankwah-Amoah, Khan, Wood, & Knight,
2021). Due to technological innovations in platform economies (Meijerink, Jansen, &
Daskalova, 2021; Myriam, 2021), distributed networks such as the blockchain (Panda,
Elngar, Balas, & Kayed, 2020), as well as rapid improvements in artificial and synthetic
intelligence (Fletchen, 2021; Wooldridge, 2021), there is no halt to this trend in sight. From
societal development goals, public policy, governmental ventures, organizational engineering,
business modeling, medical and healthcare improvements, all the way to granting research
funds, it has since become en vogue to emphasize and prioritize everything that is “digital”.
Digital innovations in all domains of life appear to be welcome and if such unequivocal
dynamics are embraced uncritically, they are prone to fall prey to two risks: (1) the notion of the
digitalmay become amere “hype” or a “buzzword”, thus voiding it of itsmeaning and potential
(Caylar, Notredaeme, & Naik, 2016; M€uller, 2016), and (2) if it is not associated with clear
concepts and visionary goals, investments may become sunk costs and thereby a waste of

Societal and
business

innovations
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time, energy and financial resources (Caylar et al., 2016; Clauberg & Rольф, 2020; Fiehring,
Assmann, & Haustein, 1979; Trittin-Ulbrich, Scherer, Munro, & Whelan, 2021).

Among academics and practitioners, there has been an increasing emphasis on the notion
that “the digital” should not be pursued for its own sake. Rather, innovative change has to be
driven by a clear focus, which must be based on a digital strategy. This is true regardless of
whether we are dealing with novel business models or with large-scale societal innovations
that intend to shape a nation’s digital resources (Brown, 2019; Gupta, 2018; Kraft, Lindeque, &
Peter, 2022; Peter, Kraft, & Lindeque, 2020). However, pursuing a critical and careful digital
strategy is not always the norm (Lipsmeier, K€uhn, Joppen, & Dumitrescu, 2020; Williamson,
2006; Yeow, Soh, & Hansen, 2018). The present paper discusses the centrality of a digital
strategy for introducing digital innovations and the potential dangers that emerge if there is a
lack thereof. To discuss this notion, two case reports are considered: The first is dealing with
digital change in the business world (Netflix introducing Qwikster), and the second is
concerned with the transformative change occurring across a whole country (El Salvador
introducing the bitcoin as a national currency).

There are several authors who have already discussed the relevance of a digital strategy.
One landmark publication was written by the Harward Business School professor Gupta
(2018) who set an emphasis on building a framework for the business world. The dimensions
he focuses on are a company’s (1) business, (2) its value chain, (3) its customers, (4) and the
organization. Brown (2019) builds on these aspects whereas emphasizing onwhichmanaging
practices may be helpful to effectively deliver a digital transformation. Others have worked
on systematic frameworks to achieve a strategic digital transformation (for an in-depth
discussion on this, see Hess, 2019). When it comes to why digital transformations fail,
Saldanha’s (2019) work has been widely recognized since it showed that the historic failures
were usually not because of technology, but because of how organizations were managed in
their change processes. There are a panoply of studies that have applied these ideas
specifically to the public sector (i.e. Alvarenga, Matos, Godina, & Matias, 2020; Jonathan,
2020; Kokkinakos, Markaki, Koussouris, & Psarras, 2016; Mergel, 2016). It has been reported
that digital transformation makes use of digital technologies with the constant strategic
renewal of an organization’s business model, collaborative approach and culture (Warner &
W€ager, 2019). A framework for implementing digital strategies suggests that one needs to
deal with the interplay between (1) managerial cognitive barriers, (2) a reconfiguration and
extension of routines, (3) as well as reshaping organizational forms (Volberda, Khanagha,
Baden-Fuller, Mihalache, & Birkinshaw, 2021). However, previous publications so far have
largely had a different focus than the present paper. The main difference lies in that the
current paper draws from case studies both from the private as well as the public sector
together to better understand the global relevance of a digital strategy. At the same time, it
tries to shed light on the similarities and differences of these sectors in this respect, and how
one can deal with shortcomings in a digital strategy when looking at both sectors combined.
This eventually results in a commentary about the need of making use of digital agility and
that it is necessary to focus on strategic approaches.

As such, the following two case studies are drawn from both domains, one of them stems
from the private business sector (Netflix and Qwikster) and the other belongs to the public
domain (El Salvador’s government with their plans to implement the bitcoin as a national
currency). After elucidating the details of the cases, they will be compared as to understand
their strategic parallels and differences, as well as what practical implications and
suggestions can follow from them, which eventually culminates in a proposed framework.
The underlying qualitative hypothesis is that these cases in unison can provide valuable
insight into the implications of a lack of a digital strategy, which here is defined as the
formulation of holistic, measurable and comprehensive success-oriented goals for the
implementation of digital initiatives (for a deeper discussion on this, see Gupta, 2018).
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2. The case of Netflix and Qwikster
Netflix, the online streaming giant, is now 25 years old. It was founded by Reed Hastings and
Mark Randolph in 1997 under the name Kibble. Since both did not like the name, before the
launch in 1998 it was rebranded to Netflix, although the original website kibble.com still
exists and redirects to Randolph’s personal homepage. Technically, the company is older
than Google and is now responsible for around 15% of the world’s internet traffic. It had its
own award shows, produced its own movies and runs its own platform, which operates on
Amazon Web Services (AWS). It has the highest popularity in the US, but it is available in
more than 190 countries (Jenner, 2018; Randolph, 2019). In 2013, Netflix had 34 million
subscribers, and they gradually increased, especially during the corona pandemic. Now, in
2022, it had 221 million subscribers, and it appeared to be reaching a plateau. Its market
capitalization as of June 2022 lied around 80 billion USD (Macrotrends, 2022).

However, Netflix did not start out with the same popularity. The traditional industry was
tailored to movie as well as TV show consumers, and it was geared toward a more traditional
instrument: The regular TV screen of the 90s. This is why many consumers and
businesspeople did not realize the potential behind online streaming. Today, movies and
shows are still watched on TV screens and some of them are consumed on laptops. However,
the vast majority of them are now being watched on smart phones and tablets. This was very
different when Netflix first entered the stage because smartphones and tablets did not exist,
computers and laptops were rather impractical and the internet was not as fast and versatile
as today. Hence, the question was only natural: Whywould anyone want to stream instead of
watching a movie on the TV? In fact, in the year 2000, Reed Hastings made an interesting
offer to the former CEO of Blockbuster, John Antico. He offered him to acquire Netflix for a
total of 50 million USD. Blockbuster was then the leader for mail-based DVD rentals, and
since Antico did not believe that Netflix pursued a promising business model, he turned it
down. The rest is history since Blockbuster does not exist anymore and Netflix is the market
leader in the domain. Its current worth is roughly 1,600 times more than the offer Antico
originally turned down (Lobato, 2019). Christensen (1997) may have seen it coming when he
coined the term “disruptive technologies” and analyzed how innovations cause great firms to
fail. He saw three reasons why incumbents have a difficult time to adapt to innovative
novelties: (1) disruptive technologies usually have lower margins, especially at the beginning,
(2) they start out with catering to yet unattractive markets and (3) at the time, they do not add
a specific value to the already established base of customers.

Nevertheless, Netflix almost succumbed to the same challenges. Its business was
originally intended to be an upgrade to the DVD rental industry; however, it soon became
difficult to both navigate the rental and streaming business all at once. In 2011, it was clear to
Hastings that the streaming business was the future for the company, and it seemed like
Netflix wanted to exit the DVD rental business altogether, even though they still had a large
customer base in exactly this area. The leading question was valid: How can the company
direct its main energy to the advancement of streaming while at the same time cash out the
DVD rental revenues, as long as there still was some money in it? On July 12, Netflix
announced that they would create a new firm called Qwikster. The whole DVD business
should be outsourced to this new enterprise. This alsomeant that the previous plan of 10 USD
per month with DVD rentals and unlimited streaming would not exist anymore. The same
service would become more expensive and cost around 16 USD. Although there were several
good reasons for why Netflix wanted to bundle its energies to further develop the potentially
disruptive technology, customers did not appreciate the move that was announced without
their consent and was supposed to be implemented at a rapid speed. The stock price
plummeted and after just two months, the shares were at half their value. In the course, the
decision attracted a lot of negative media attention, which cost them about 800,000
subscribers in the US alone. Hastings, the CEO, pushed the brakes before the fiasco went any
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further and did what appeared to be the only right thing at the time – he made a U-turn,
abandoned the Qwikster project and apologized (Hastings &Meyer, 2020; Keating, 2012). On
September 18, he stated: “I messed up. I owe everyone an explanation.” Later, he added that
“There is a difference between moving quickly—which Netflix has done very well for
years—and moving too fast, which is what we did in this case” (as cited in Rodriguez, 2018,
sec. 7). It seems that through rapidly reversing the reorganization plans and by admitting
them as a failure, existential threats to the company may have been avoided
(Burroughs, 2019).

3. The case of El Salvador and the bitcoin
A society can profit greatly from digitalization, both economically as well as socially. This is
not only true for the public and private sectors but also for the citizens’ personal lives.
However, there are also risks if the transformation is not leveraged carefully (Afonasova,
Panfilova, Galichkina, & �Slusarczyk, 2019; Ayhan, 2017; Grewinski, 2017; Khandii, 2019;
Renn, Beier, & Matthess, 2022). It has been shown that there are strong ties between
social innovation, digital economy and society at large (Cho & Yi, 2022; Nagy & Somosi,
2022). A statement by the World Economic Forum (WEF) highlights the following:

Digital innovation can both generate value for business and unlock benefits for society, by creating
jobs, saving lives and reducing emissions. But these gains are not guaranteed – they depend on the
decisions we make today (WEF, 2016, sec. 1).

The reverse is also true, digital innovations can also have negative effects if they are not
implemented strategically. This appeared to be the case with the bitcoin experiment in El
Salvador, which introduced the idea that you should be able to pay with bitcoins everywhere
you go.

El Salvador is a small and rather poor country in Central America, although the poverty
rate and inequality has been slowly decreasing in the last 20 years.With only 41 years old, its
president Nayib Bukele is younger than most of his presidential peers. He has marketed his
youth as a positive force for innovation, which has brought him high approval ratings
(Kitroeff, 2021; Renteria, 2021), despite his authoritarian leadership style (Goodfriend, 2022;
Mel�endez-S�anchez, 2021). As such, he was eager to propel his country to the forefront of early
digital adoption. Due to the country’s financial instability and size, its official currency was
the USD. Since there has been a considerable hype in the past years around cryptocurrencies,
Bukele decided that El Salvador should be the first country worldwide to implement
a cryptocurrency as its official currency (alongside the USD). Instead of considering a
stablecoin (which would be less volatile) or a proof-of-stake currency (which would be a lot
less environmentally damaging), he decided to use the bitcoin. Established economists aswell
as the InternationalMonetary Fund (IMF) warned the president against themove, urging him
to reverse the plans due to the risk of further destabilizing El Salvador’s economy.
Nevertheless, Bukele and his parliament believed in the innovative idea. Thus on June 5, 2021,
the bill to introduce bitcoin as a national currency was announced (Esposito, 2021). Three
days later, the bill was approved and came into effect on September 7, 2021 (BBC, 2021). The
bill later become known as “the Bitcoin Law” and critics have referred to it as “Bukele’s
bitcoin blunder” (Hanke, Hanlon, & Chakravarthi, 2021). Although theWorld Bank (WB) has
been asked to assist in the implementation, it was rejected on the grounds that it was a
dangerousmove for the economy aswell as that it was both untransparent and hazardous for
the environment due to the proof-of-work mining process (Campos, 2021).

When the Bitcoin Law came into effect, Bukele announced that the government acquired
its first 400 bitcoins, but already the first day it crashed from 52,000 USD to 43,000 USD per
coin (Silver, 2021). Seemingly unscathed, in November 2021, the president further announced
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that he wanted to build the world’s first Bitcoin City, using geothermal energy to power
bitcoin mining (Husmann & Reuters, 2021). At the end of 2021, the population’s reception of
the new currencywas rather bleak: 34.8%of El Salvadorians said that they had no confidence
in the bitcoin, 35.3% said that they had a little confidence, 13.2% claimed that they had some
confidence and only 14.1% stated that they had a lot of confidence. More than 60% of
respondents held that they have never used the system or only once, and almost half of them
were in favor of abolishing the Bitcoin Law (DW, 2022). It was clear that the new currency had
an internal adoption problem. El Salvador issued a wallet called “chivo”, which was
incentivized by handing out 30 USD to all citizens who download it. This had the effect that
the majority only cashed in the price money and then quickly deleting the app again. The
banks and companies that were forced to accept bitcoins often converted the cryptocurrency
to USD as soon as they could because it appeared to be too unstable. Today, only 5% of all
transactions in El Salvador run on the bitcoin system. The government guarantees that they
always change bitcoins to USD if requested, which has resulted in large financial losses on the
side of the government since most people and companies did not want to keep them (Sparkes,
2022; Taylor, 2021, 2022; Weiss, 2022).

At the time of this publication, the value of bitcoins has further declined during the first
half of 2022, exacerbating the national treasury loss. It is, however, very difficult to assess the
exact scale of El Salvador’s financial damage because it is Bukele alone who is personally
responsible for these matters and there is no central bank that takes accountability for the
transactions. Hence, Bukele himself buys the bitcoins with taxpayers’ money and only
sporadically mentions them on twitter. As such, there are no official sheets that could be used
to calculate the exact numbers. At the same time, there are obligations that need to be paid
back, such as Eurobonds that have to be covered in January 2023 (Weiss, 2022). For this
reason, many experts believe that El Salvador is on the verge of national bankruptcy (Milz,
2022; Widmer, 2022).

So far, it seems like Bukele does not intend to switch gears. In his tweets, he admitted that
he is trading bitcoins on behalf of El Salvador on his personal cell phone. One commentator
brings the public perception to the point when asking: “You have massive financing needs
and you use your taxpayer money to day-trade bitcoin? What is the strategy in that?”
(Wagner, 2022, para. 8).

4. The importance of a digital strategy
Both the Netflix as well as the El Salvador cases have several things in common. First, they
have a strong charismatic figure with a palpable vision for driving innovation. Hastings and
Bukele have tangible ambitions and wish to propel their surroundings into a new era. They
put a strong emphasis on investing into digital technologies, always aspiring to stay at the
forefront of the disruptive developments. In a sense, it appears as if they wanted to be known
for being innovators or influential early adopters. Their vision enabled them to take great
risks, which might have had the potential to generate massive benefits. Second, both leaders
were acting fast. Since the speed of digital change is unprecedented and requires rapid
adaptivity, businesses and societies waiting too long and being hesitant are staying behind.
As such, they miss a lot of economic potential that could later be realized. Perhaps, as
Hastings eventually admitted, theymight have been a little too fast. With the story of Netflix,
many customers were not ready at the time to fully commit to the new technology and in the
case of El Salvador, cryptocurrencies were still considerably young with bitcoin not
necessarily being the most promising token. This leads to the third point, which is that both
protagonists were characteristically committed to their innovative ideas. For industry
leaders, this is a necessary condition for success since there is bound to be stark opposition
due to the immanent risks. If one wants to establish oneself as a leading force in the digital
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world, digital aspirations must be a central focus. As Gupta (2018, p. 2, emphasis added)
stated:

For over ten years, as a professor at Harvard Business School, I’ve studied digital strategy and have
worked with scores of companies on their digital transformations. While doing so, I have seen
firsthand what works best and what doesn’t, and what I’ve learned is that the leaders who achieve
transformative results go all-in on digital.

The necessity for an all-in digital approach lies in the fact that digital change occurs very fast
while at the same time promises considerable returns to the ones who get it right early on
(Bygstad & Øvrelid, 2021).

However, there is one similarity in these two cases that may lie at the heart of their
problems with innovation: the lack of a clearly delineated digital strategy that is adapted to a
world of digital market uncertainties. After all, it has been shown that it is not primarily the
technology but the implemented strategy driving the success of digital transformation (Kane,
Palmer, Phillips, Kiron, & Buckley, 2015). Having a plan as to where the digital ideas should
lead us, based on a detailed analysis of the contributing factors of success, and an alignment
with a clear vision is key. Only then can technology be used in a fruitful manner. A digital
strategy should give direction to the ongoing process of digitalization and new innovative
ventures. One study demonstrated that the implementation of such a strategy is mediated
through digital capabilities and digital culture (Proksch, Rosin, Stubner, & Pinkwart, 2021).
There are many different approaches for how to best construct and implement a digital
strategy (Lipsmeier et al., 2020; In Peter, 2017; Peter et al., 2020; Ross, Sebastian, & Beath,
2017; Schallmo, Williams, & Lohse, 2018), but there are three crucial characteristics
accompanying them (Bharadwaj, El Sawy, Pavlou, & Venkatraman, 2013; Canhoto, Quinton,
Pera, Molinillo, & Simkin, 2021; Correani, DeMassis, Frattini, Petruzzelli, &Natalicchio, 2020;
Gupta, 2018): First, there should be detailed analyses about the prerequisite conditions, such
as the environment, the stakeholders and potential market trends. It is not feasible to
“blindly” create a strategic outlook. Second, strategymust be central to the digital endeavors.
It is not enough to have some strategic musings peripheral to the digitalization plans. To the
contrary, at the heart of the developmental goals must be a clear digital strategy, which
governs all the investments made going forward. Third, a useful actualization of the strategy
is to formulate a roadmap where the goals are broken down to discrete instances located on a
timeline. This provides orientation to all parties involved and helps them to allocate their
resources accordingly.

These dynamics concerning the centrality of a digital strategy appear to hold true both for
the digital transformation of countries and societies (Alizadeh & Sipe, 2015; Silva Costa et al.,
2019; Williamson, 2006; Wolfe, 2019), as well as businesses and organizations (Becker &
Schmid, 2020; Canhoto et al., 2021; Hanelt, Bohnsack, Marz, & Antunes Marante, 2021).

In both the Netflix as well as the El Salvador cases, there does not appear to be a clear
digital strategy, neither implicitly nor explicitly. In line with this, there was no large-scale
analysis on how the stakeholders would react to these changes. Instead, the leaders had a
vision and tried to implement it, without further investigation on how it would be received by
the involved parties. There was also no roadmap helping the stakeholders to navigate within
the timeline of the intended plans. It seems to be clear that one of the major factors for the
failures in both case studies was the lack of a stringent and well-crafted digital strategy.

5. Effectuation: managing digital change in a world of uncertainty
Although there is congruence in both caseswith the fact that there did not appear to be a clear
digital strategy, there is also a key difference in both stories. It has to do with how Hastings
and Bukele handled the process after they made plans to implement the new ideas and
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announced them. Both started out with a strong vision, and both acted exceedingly fast in
their attempt to implement them. However, in what happened next, both protagonists
behaved very differently. This may also be the reason why one of them was able to climb out
of the losses again whereas the other might be at risk of falling deeper into the financial
struggles.

After Netflix declared that they would outsource their DVD rental business and create
Qwikster as a separate organization with a different pricing structure, it was not well
received. It led to a huge loss in market value of the company and many annulled
subscriptions. Eventually, just as fast as the changewas announced, Hastingsmade themove
to retract the plans. He apologized to his customers and shareholders, and admitted that he
was too hasty. This shows that he was not only fast with introducing new ideas but also very
rapid in making a full U-turn and abandoned them once they did not prove successful.

The picture was very different with the El Salvadorian introduction of the bitcoin as a
national currency. When Bukele made his vision public to become the first country
implementing the large-scale adoption of a cryptocurrency, on the one hand it was applauded
as a very innovative and progressive idea. On the other hand, however, realistically it was
strongly criticized as being highly risky and destabilizing to an already weak economy. The
bitcoin is extremely volatile, in El Salvador not everyone has ubiquitous internet access, the
demand for the technology was not secured and there were many concerns that would
actually be more pressing for the country’s society and economy. Much unlike Hastings,
Bukele was not adaptive and receptive for the voices urging him to revise or withdraw his
plans. After the Bitcoin Law proved not to be successful and generating huge financial losses,
the president bought even more bitcoins, thereby further exacerbating the country’s debts.
Although in 2022, the bitcoin has crashed again and lost almost half its value, instead of
trying to find the best solution to opt out, he is now pushing his goal to build the first Bitcoin
City even more, where the cryptocurrency would be the only allowed form of payment. These
plans are pursued against all manifest odds as well as the warning calls from established
economists, consultants, the IMF and the WB (Peralta, 2022).

Hastings may be referred to as reactive, whereas Bukele might be called persistent. Both
qualities are immensely valuable, depending to the context. However, in a world of
uncertainty and rapid change, there is one trait that should be aligned with the digital
strategy: agility (Hanschke, 2017; Hofert, 2018a, b; Hofert & Thonet, 2019). This is why in the
era of digital change, public as well as private institutions have made lots of effort to follow
suit of the many “agile” frameworks, from agile management, agile culture, to agile
organizations (cf. Mergel, 2016). Today, in the digital world, strategy needs to be agile. In a
nutshell, this means five things (Berente, 2020; Gobble, 2018; Medinilla, 2012; Theobald,
Prenner, Krieg, & Schneider, 2020; Weber & Wild, 2005; Wiraeus & Creelman, 2019a, b, c):

(1) Awareness: There should be an understanding of how the market changes and
analytical tools must be used to approximate how the various stakeholders react to
the innovative plans. As such, there must be both the mindset and the willingness to
listen to the surroundings instead of persistently going “one’s own way”.

(2) Reactiveness: Listening to the internal and external signals is one thing but taking
them seriously and acting upon them is another. Agile leadership is characterized by
being receptive for the immanent change in the world and reacting accordingly. This
means that one needs to switch gears or retracting some plans if they do not produce
the intended results.

(3) Iteration: Since change is a constant ingredient, one may not have the final product or
solution at hand from the very start. Instead, agile models hold that it is worth
pursuing a “trial and error”mentality and to invest in a step-by-step process. Onemay
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start out with an idea and then reevaluate the outcome after each discrete iteration,
modifying the plans along the way. Eventually, the solution may look different than
expected at the beginning but thanks to the many micro-decisions occurring after
each iteration, it is better adapted to the changing demands of the environment.

(4) Minimal Viable Product (MVP): In line with the previous point, the idea is that after
each iteration, there is an already useable solution that can be tested and implemented
in a real-life context. The things that work well can be reused in the next sprint and
the things that still need to be changed can be modified in the following run. Hence,
one jumps from useable product to useable product, eventually converging at an ideal
solution for the present purposes.

(5) Goal-directedness: An agile process does not mean that there is no clear goal in mind.
To the contrary, it is often driven by a visionary idea. Nevertheless, since one
constantly learns in each iteration and strives to stay reactive to the environmental
responses, the target should not be set in stone. It may change and adapt, depending
on the learnings during the process as well as the evolution that is witnessed in the
surroundings.

This is where Netflix and El Salvador differed. They both had a strong vision for digital
innovation, but they were not equally agile. Even though Hastings did not appear to base his
decision of creating Qwikster on solid market research, he listened to the negative reactions
and responded quickly be reverting the idea. He could have saved a lot of capital through a
more iterative approach with the creation of MVPs and observing how the market reacted,
but his goals were not set in stone and hence theywere eventually retracted. Bukele, however,
left the impression that he had a passionate goal that was immutable. The critics around him
did not appear to be heard, the negative results did not sway him, there were no visible course
corrections and his plans were not implemented iteratively. As a consequence, so may be
argued, we can see that Netflix has regained its traction and has since made millions in
revenues, whereas El Salvador appears to further amount its national debt, leaving experts
pessimistic about the country being able to pay back their national bonds (cf. Peralta, 2022;
Weiss, 2022).

These insights may lead us to formulate a framework with some practical suggestions
that follow from the discussion. The suggestions pertain to the question of how to
strategically implement digital innovations and which factors should be considered in the
aftermath of an introduction, especially in the case of when the transformation appears to fail:
First, formulate a clear digital strategy for the innovation’s introduction or the transformation
project with stringent, measurable goals – implementing SMART goals may be helpful for
this (for a critical discussion on SMART goals, see Prather, 2005). This should be outlined
before the project is implemented. During as well as after the project’s implementation, there
are several factors that may be characteristic for success: (1) act fast instead of slow. This is
true for both the introduction of the innovative and transformative change as well as the
reversion in case the failure appears to be immanent. (2) Listen instead of staying convinced
of one’s ideas, which means that one should lend an open ear to the market, society and
experts. (3) Be reactive instead of persistent, implying that action needs to follow after one has
listened to the concerns; and (4) stay dynamic with an agile mindset. As seen above, such
agility is often characterized by six pillars:

(1) Awareness to the stakeholder’s reactions

(2) Reactivity based on the observation

(3) Iterative processes (a step-by-step development of the project)
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(4) Create an MVP after each iteration (to see how the market reacts)

(5) Stay goal-directed from beginning to end

(6) Always be willing to pause or revert back if failure is approaching

Themindset that is visible in the suggestions of this framework (whichmay be appreciated in
Figure 1), is one of eagerness to learn and to improve while being bold enough to make
new moves.

Although not specifically a part of the model, it is valuable to add that a digital strategy
with an agile mindset is not a self-evident given throughout the organization but has to be
communicated to internal and external stakeholders. As such, the strategy has to be
transported with motivational force – or in other words, there needs to be evangelization for
the strategy at hand to invite all participants to the idea. It is clear from the case studies
that both Hastings (in the case of Netflix) as well as Bukele (in the case of El Salvador)
have not given mission to evangelize with their ideas enough weight. As such, it is a latent
variable that should be considered both before as well as during and after the implementation
process (Doukidis, Spinellis, & Ebert, 2020; Maan, 2012; Mansoor & Paul, 2022; Nir, 2018;
Rogers, 2016; Sama, Stefanidis, & Casselman, 2022; Tardieu, Daly, Esteban-Lauz�an, Hall, &
Miller, 2020).

6. Conclusion
We live in an age of rapid digital change and the associated transformative dynamics
permeate our societies and markets. This is why public and private institutions are affected
by the processes of digital transformation. The present paper makes the claim that there may
be principles for the propagation of digital innovation that apply both on the societal as well
as on the business level. The case of Netflix with its introduction of Qwickster and the case of
El Salvador with the introduction of the bitcoin as a national currency were deliberately
selected to illustrate that at the core of the success for digital innovative change must be a
guiding digital strategy that is adopted with an agile mindset. Both cases were similar in that
there appeared to be a lack of a clear digital strategywith an associated transparent roadmap.
This seemed to be at least one crucial factor for the problems they had. However, the cases
differed in their agile reactivity to what happened afterward. Netflix was quick to respond to
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the negative results and getting back on track, which was not true in the case of El Salvador.
There is certainly a healthy balance between persistence and reactivity that needs to be
maintained, but especially in an environment of rapid digital developments, the latter should
not be neglected – or it could lead to unpleasant consequences, such as a national credit
default.

Themajor limitation of the present paper lies in the fact that the arguments were based on
two delineated case studies. This helped to draw parallels and differences as well as to create
a framework with practical suggestions. However, future studies could further build on
these aspects and deal with these dynamics to test the suggestions with qualitative and
quantitative measures.
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INTRODUCTION

We have become accustomed to navigating ourselves not only in the physical but also in the
digital world. Both people in modern societies as well as AI-systems “learning” online make use of
publicly available information online known as open source intelligence, or, OSINT (Glassman and
Kang, 2012; Chauhan and Panda, 2015; Weir, 2016; Quick and Choo, 2018; González-Granadillo
et al., 2021; Sebyan Black and Fennelly, 2021). One of the main challenges in this domain is
that it has become difficult to discern fact from fabricated materials—sometimes even deliberately
exploited through “fake news” and “disinformation campaigns” (Sood and Enbody, 2014; Martinez
Monterrubio et al., 2021; Petratos, 2021; Beauvais, 2022; Giachanou et al., 2022; Lin et al., 2022;
Rai et al., 2022). Already with the standard algorithms employed today, we are continuously facing
three looming problems:

• Algorithmic manipulation: how do I know that I am presented online with the full truth and that
the algorithms don’t just show me a one-sided selection of information?

• Deliberate disinformation campaigns: how do I know that the information I see comes from
an honest source and has not been produced by a party that deliberately tries to spread
false information?

• Veracity of the medium: how can I know that the information (i.e., the message, report, picture,
audio, or video) depicts real world facts and has not been fabricated by a cunning AI program?

As such, the question of how to deal with AI in respect to ethical norms and matters of trust
is becoming a focal discussion point (Reynolds, 2017; Aoki, 2020; Chi et al., 2021; Shin, 2021;
Lewis and Marsh, 2022). The following pages briefly outline two case reports, highlight some of
the associated problems and propose how they could be addressed in the future through social
endeavors. In principle, the epistemic standpoint of the present paper is neither political nor
economic in nature. Rather it focuses on the problem that an AI’s instrumental goals are not
automatically congruent with the terminal objectives of humans, especially in the domain of
informational control, and can even be exploited deliberately by people with unethical intentions.
Previous publications have taken stock of the theoretical, normative and social contributions made
in the past years dealing with such issues of trust (Hohenstein and Jung, 2020; Tomsett et al., 2020;
Godoy et al., 2021; Kerasidou, 2021; Sengupta and Chandrashekhar, 2021) and have applied them
to the problem of AI information processing (Kim et al., 2020; Mattioli et al., 2022; Wei et al., 2022;
Zerilli et al., 2022). The present discussion builds upon them by acknowledging how increasingly
fast the digital and AI developments are becoming—so under the consideration of two exemplary
case reports, it aims to show which issues are still unresolved in terms of the inherent opacity in
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information transparency, and in which direction a societal
discussion about these difficulties in AI alignment and safety
engineering could go to potentially mitigate these problems.

CASE REPORTS

Cambridge Analytica
In 2014, the British data analysis company Cambridge Analytica
was founded and shortly after has provoked a considerable
scandal because they offered personality tests on Facebook,
whereby the company not only collected data from the
participants but also from their friends. This way, in a short
amount of time they were able to collect around 50 million
data sets of Facebook accounts for which they have invested
around one million dollars. These data sets were the basis for
manipulating the US elections, among others (Kaiser, 2019). In
2014, Cambridge Analytica was said to have been involved in
44 US-presidential candidates. The company boldly claimed that
they were able to push Ted Cruz from being a “no name” to
Donald Trump’s most notable contestant (Vogel, 2015). Using
the psychometric data from millions of people, the goal was to
deliberately target the voters with their fears and weaknesses in
an automated fashion and to skew the outcome of the elections.
Cambridge Analytica did not survive the scandal and declared
insolvency in 2018. However, it seems like they are continuing
their business model under a new company called Emerdata
(Mijnssen, 2018; Murdock, 2018).

OpenAI and Dall-E
Artificial intelligence, or, machine learning, is a vibrant field
of research that improved considerably in the past few years.
Just recently, new models made headlines for opening new
possibilities. The goal is to use artificial neural networks to
find novel solutions to mathematical problems by letting the
computer “learn” (in a figurative sense) from a large data set.
Ever since the creation of GPT-3, a technology developed by
OpenAI (a company that was co-founded by Elon Musk), the
NLP capabilities have increased to another level (Zhang and
Li, 2021). The application called Dall-E 2 provides an interface
between GPT-3 and computer vision, which allows users to put
in commands in plain English and then creates images that
can barely be distinguished from real photos or human artwork
(Ramesh et al., 2021, 2022). This yields new possibilities to further
elude the boundaries between fact and fiction in the digital world
for a mainstream audience. For ethical considerations, OpenAI
has become hesitant to share this technology with the public
(OpenAI, 2018; Schneider, 2022).

There are three common criticisms when building huge LLM
(large language models) in machine learning: (i) it requires
considerable computing power, which is environmentally
demanding (Bender et al., 2021); (ii) the model “learns” from
the biases on the internet and thereby becomes more prone,
for example, to connect Islam with terrorism and to further
discriminate minorities (O’Sullivan and Dickerson, 2020); and
(iii) when a machine learns how to imitate human text
processing, our academic and public institutions cannot check

anymore if certain content is plagiarized or not (Rogerson and
McCarthy, 2017; Mindzak and Eaton, 2021).

A fourth and less frequently discussed problem is the main
objective of the present paper. It is linked to the previous
criticisms, but it needs to be distinctly highlighted: it is the
question of knowing how to trust the resulted output. This means
either knowing if an information is veridical or knowing that one
in fact is dealing with material stemming from an actual human
if one believes this to be the case.

ACKNOWLEDGING THE PROBLEMS

These brief case reports illustrate that there are some challenges
in digital, automated, and self-governed AI systems. The main
ones are the following:

• Reality-monitoring: In our everyday physical interactions, it is
often not difficult to verify a certain statement and “see it for
oneself ”. And if the context is more complex, one can ask an
expert in the field. In the digital world, however, assertions
can rarely be easily checked and it is also questionable if a
comment indeed comes from a respected expert or if it is only
fabricated by a third party.

• Tailored information delivery: In the digital world, information
curation is often selected according to the trails we leave
behind. In the case of Cambridge Analytica, this was done
deliberately to manipulate voters, but in the general case of
YouTube or Instagram, it is a generally accepted business
model that they suggest material for us according to our
previous online behavior. In a sense, there is no other choice
because of the enormous amount of data online. Nevertheless,
this poses the problem that one inevitably gets siloed into
specific social and informational contexts—and often, users
are not consciously aware of this fact.

• Transparency: For the most part, information on the web
comes across as abstract and even anonymous information.
There is no real way in which users can easily make sure to
understand how certain information delivery is created and by
which means it was delivered to us, let alone to know for sure
who has created the data.

All of this creates a significant problem of trust in an increasingly
digital and AI-driven world due to informational opacity (Lewis
and Marsh, 2022; Zerilli et al., 2022). Thus, there is an increasing
call for human control in the automated systems to warrant that
everything is in order (Aoki, 2020, 2021).

DEVELOPING SYSTEMS OF TRUST

Based on the above comments, there are several
recommendations that may be valuable for constructing
human systems of trust in the digital world.

Social Initiatives
• Leveraging the common problems: We have already discussed

the three problems of reality monitoring, tailored information
and transparency concerning the current automation
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tendencies. The initiatives set up need to take these problems
seriously and offer practical solutions to them.

• Self-criticism: Digital institutions and platforms (from search
engines to news portals and chat bots) have to become highly
self-critical and must be perceived as exceptionally honest.
This means that they correct false information as soon as it
is spotted and inform the users about their mistakes. Only if
consumers establish a solid trust in the institution’s integrity
can they also trust the data and information they distribute.
Failing to be portrayed as responsibly self-critical would—or
should—result in reputational consequences, letting them be
perceived as unsuitable for reliable information delivery.

• Institutions and networks: Information should not be
monopolized and there should be networks and a market of
institutions that are responsible for data curation. For example
in the business world, rating agencies tell investors if their
money is well spent with certain companies and it is crucial
that there is no monopoly on this task so that they can criticize
each other if one agency might be biased. This is important
because these ratings have global consequences, and the same
would be true for information processing on the internet.

• Open data: Data curators should include full transparency
on how given information was created, who can warrant for
its accuracy and how it is being distributed. The same is
true for AI-systems, which usually learn from open source
data banks and then fabricate a new answer or solution
based on these inputs. These systems, too, need to tell us
how the solutions came about and where the newly created
information can be fact-checked (in other words: where it
“learned” these things and how it can be verified). So far,
conventional AI’s do not provide these kinds of information
as they rather appear as black boxes, even to the ones who
programmed them. To the public, this problem is exacerbated
by the fact that the AI algorithms themselves are proprietary
material and not generally available. However, the community
of IT-developers has loudly demanded that there must be
more transparency in this respect, which has had some
effect. There are two noteworthy examples illustrating this:
first, the Tesla founder Elon Musk has announced that he
wanted to buy Twitter with the clear intent to enable free
speech on the internet and to make its source code available
(although whether the deal will be followed through remains
yet to be seen; da Silva, 2022). Second, Facebook’s Meta
has recently published their open pre-trained transformer
language model (a new LLM) called OPT-175B with the
distinct novelty that the details are now completely open to the
public (Zhang et al., 2022).

• Normative values and diversity of perspectives: Currently, AI
systems “learn” from the web as if it is a normative reference.
Hence, the are prone to generate racist or sexist outputs.
Computer scientists are working on integrating some pre-
programmed normative values known as “process for adapting
language models to society”, or, in short, PALMS (Solaiman
and Dennison, 2021), but at the moment the systems are not
very nuanced. It may be argued that the better such models
can appropriate the real world, the more they might be able
to handle complex social difficulties (such as dealing with

racism or sexism). Problems of this sort can be mitigated
by introducing a diversity of perspectives, so that the AI
does not curate only the most likely output (after all, AI’s
are based on statistical models) but provide us with a set of
different perspectives that can be found (Johnson and Iziev,
2022).

Digital Solutions
• Building digital cultures and spaces of trust: The social

initiatives have to be embedded in organizational and
digital environments. Hence, the information curators should
consider themselves as not only curators of data but as curators
of trustworthy content. This means that the reputation
of projecting a culture of honesty and integrity is bound
to become one of the most fundamental assets in the
online world.

• Brands and certificates: Since a company wants to attract
customers, it aways acts as a brand. The more they can be
identified with, the better they can attract customers. If an
agency, for example, is perceived as a good rater for social
justice and ethics, they can afford to hand out ratings and
certificates. Like this, Max Havelaar has become one of the
leading social justice stamps and if they approve a product,
customers are usually confident that is unproblematic. The
same can be the case for online brands that might hand
out ratings and certificates for trustworthy data online.
These certifications may even be embedded in up-to-date
technology, such as blockchains and NFT’s (Adel et al.,
2022). It is, of course, not easy to decide upon which
agencies and certificates should count as “the” trustworthy
ones. There are many questions associated with such an
idea, like “Who can hand out such certificates?”, “Who
decides which ones are good?”, or “What happens if such
a brand misuses its position?”. This is where the word
brand may be useful: just like in the areas of science
and economy, people often worry about their reputation
because if they get called out in a negative light, it has
adversarial consequences to them. People would lose interest
in what they have to offer and thus it could be imagined
that there might be some market dynamics governing
such certificates.

There are certain caveats that should be taken seriously when
working on such endeavors: (i) online platforms should mitigate
the risks for social and informational silos, which is currently
a huge problem with the algorithms and AI-systems at play;
(ii) information curators should form networks that hold each
other accountable for malpractice; (iii) and as a society we need
to work a large-scale digital literacy that would be enriched
with strong critical thinking capabilities so that people know
what they are dealing with online and can judge the content
with due care. Promoting digital literacy is already one of the
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) but there should
be an added focus on developing critical thinking skills that can
be applied to the interpretation of information in the digital
world (UNESCO, 2018).
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CONCLUSION

There is an ongoing technological revolution that comes along
under the headings of digitalization and digital transformation.
Human systems of trust are crucial to help us discern
which outputs could be trusted and which ones may be
questionable. They have to make sure that the systems
are not used to create informational and social silos that
eventually may become irreconcilable. We should work on
a digital culture that entails proficiency in digital literacy,
and one of its main interests should be the focus on

large-scale critical thinking. Information curators have to
make it their main priority that they are not hackable
and that they act as brands in which the population can
place its trust. Managing these challenges responsibly lies at
the heart of a healthy development of our societies and
personal wellbeing.
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Neural network involvement for religious experiences in worship measured by 
EEG microstate analysis
Yoshija Walter a,b and Thomas Koenigb
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Translational Research Center, University of Bern, Switzerland

ABSTRACT
Not much is known about large-scale brain activation patterns in religious states of mind and 
previous studies have not set an emphasis on experience. The present study investigated the 
phenomenon of religious experiences through microstate analysis, and it was the first neurocog-
nitive research to tackle the dimension of experience directly. Hence, a total of 60 evangelical 
Christians participated in an experiment where they were asked to engage in worship and try to 
connect with God. With a bar slider, people were able to continuously rate how strongly they 
sensed God’s presence at any given moment. A selection of songs was used to help in the 
induction of the desired experience. With 64 electroencephalography (EEG) electrodes, the brain 
activity was assessed and analyzed with five clusters of microstate classes. First, we hypothesized 
that the neural network for multisensory integration was involved in the religious experience. 
Second, we hypothesized that the same was true for the Default Mode Network (DMN). Our results 
suggested an association between the auditory network and the religious experience, and an 
association with the salience network as well as with the DMN. No associations with the network 
thought to be involved with multisensory integration was detected.
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Introduction

The relevance of religious experiences

Religious experiences can be of vital importance to 
a believer’s life and how one conceptualizes the world 
(Wettstein, 2015). They may take the form of ordinary 
occurrences in a person’s everyday activities or they may 
come as life-changing alterations of perceptions, which 
can be seen in conversion experiences (cf., Glenn, 1970; 
Halama & Halamová, 2005; Iqbal et al., 2019; Johnson & 
Armour, 2018). Religious experiences are special states 
of mind where knowledge on the biocognitive and neu-
roscientific underpinnings of religion and spirituality is 
still scarce but slowly increasing (Rim et al., 2019). There 
is evidence suggesting that cognition and emotion in 
this context can have a positive influence on mental 
health and wellbeing when pursued thoughtfully 
(Fabricatore et al., 2000; Fry, 2000; G. H. Koenig & 
Larson, 2001; Kok et al., 2013; Krause, 2011, 2015; 
Lambert et al., 2009; Mueller et al., 2001; Park, 2005; 
Rizvi & Hossain, 2017), so better understanding the psy-
chobiological mechanisms of religiosity and spirituality 
may be useful for a beneficial integration of such experi-
ences in a believer’s life. Consequently, discussions on 

the state of the literature demonstrate that research on 
experiential aspects of religiosity needs to be strength-
ened (for current in-depth reviews, see: Grafman et al., 
2020; Van Elk & Aleman, 2017). There are two domains 
where a salient lack of understanding can be highlighted 
and for which we intend to contribute through the 
current study: (i) there is an insufficient focus on the 
dimension of experience; and (ii) there is an absence of 
large-scale brain network analyses. These two domains 
shall be briefly elucidated as followed.

The dimension of religious experience

There is much controversy about settling on the “right” 
definition of religion and associated phenomena, which is 
why it has been dubbed “the vexed question of defining 
religion” (Droogers, 2011, p. 263). It has therefore become 
favored to conceive of religion through frameworks that 
are sensitive to the context the phenomena are found in 
(Clarke, 2011). More so, it has become acceptable for 
studies to employ useful working definitions of the applic-
able terms to make progress in understanding the reli-
gious phenomena of interest in a specific context (Byrne, 
1999; Molendijk, 1999; Platvoet, 1999). A useful definition 
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of religion is supposed to help aggregate findings across 
disciplines, to facilitate interaction in discourse, and to 
evoke salient interpretative frameworks (Oman, 2013a, 
2013b). Since it is sometimes difficult to differentiate the 
religious from the non-religious (Saler, 2000), in a famous 
instance, Platvoet (1999) has issued a call for a pragmatic 
approach to define religion. For empirical purposes such 
as with the present investigation, it is useful to conceive of 
religion as cognitive and emotional representations asso-
ciated with beliefs in supernatural powers, sometimes 
perceived as sacred or inviolable (Bulbulia & Sosis, 2011).

Religious experience is an important element within 
these cognitive and emotional representations. William 
James (1902) was one of the first to psychologically 
tackle such phenomena and he interpreted them as 
fundamental human states of mind. The “problem of 
religious experience” (Jones, 1972) deals with how to 
best make sense of these experiences and if there may 
be something like a sixth sense attributed to them. One 
of the major conceptual questions is therefore: “What 
makes an experience religious?” In dealing with this, two 
opposing positions have emerged. The first position is 
tightly linked to the sixth sense idea, and it is generally 
referred to as the sui generis approach. It states that 
there is an inherent quality latent within these special 
states of mind that make such experiences a class of 
their own (sui generis). Whenever this quality is present, 
the experience becomes an inherently religious one 
(Eliade, 1960; Pals, 1987; Studstill, 2000). The second 
position is known as the attribution approach, whereas 
there is no special quality that “makes” an experience 
religious but it is the person’s interpretation that attri-
butes a religious status to the occurrence (Barnard, 1992; 
Hermans, 2015). Ann Taves (2005, 2009, 2009, 2011, 
2020) has developed a building-block approach to the 
phenomenon of religious experience, which is useful for 
empirical research and therefore one of the most widely 
used frameworks in the domain. It states that through 
a process of singularization, the believer perceives an 
event as special enough so that it is seen as set apart, 
or, singled out from ordinary experiences (hence the 
wording of “singularization”). This way, an occurrence is 
not religious per se, but it is deemed religious by the 
experiencer. Although the present study appropriates 
the Tavesian attribution approach, we remain open to 
the possibility that there may be qualities or neural 
activation patterns that could be rather unique to reli-
gious experiences. As has been argued before, the two 
approaches must not necessarily be mutually exclusive 
positions but they might also be conceived as two ends 

of a spectrum where some phenomenological character-
istics may be more or less unique to the event (Walter, 
2021).

In an experimental setting, there are two major 
problems when it comes to the study of religious 
experience. First, there is the issue of operationalizing 
and thus measuring the experience. Previous studies 
have contended with using religious practice as 
a proxy for the experience itself. Measuring the bio-
logical effects of the practice is then inferred to 
equate with the effects of the experience. However, 
validated psychological models of religiosity, like the 
Centrality of Religiosity Scale (Huber & Huber, 2012), 
pose that there are five dimensions of religiosity: 
intellect, ideology, public practice, private practice, 
and experience. Hence, practice and experience are 
distinct dimensions of a believer’s cognitive construct 
system of religion. This means that merely measuring 
practice and not specifically focusing on the dimen-
sion of experience is a methodological shortcoming 
that needs to be addressed. The present study takes 
this into account by letting the participants continu-
ously rate their own experience during all experimen-
tal conditions. As such, the measurements are 
specifically directed at the experiential dimension 
and not at the practice.

The second problem deals with the question of how 
to induce the desired state of mind (the experience 
intended to be measured) and how to adequately 
guide it throughout the experiment. It has been 
shown that the act of worship in combination with 
music can be ideal to induce such religious experiences 
(Bennett, 1926; Brehm; Center, 2017; Chryssides, 1987; 
Głaz, 2021; Porter, 2016) and an evangelical sample 
may respond well to the task (Bielo, 2011; Ingalls, 
2011, 2018; Johnson & Armour, 2018; Luhrmann, 
2012). The Feedback Loop Model for Religious 
Experience in Worship shows that environmental factors 
such as musical tunes can help believers focus on God,1 

which in turn help to guide the attentional control in 
a fashion as to induce and guide the experience 
(Walter, 2021). Although music can trigger religious 
experiences (Demmrich, 2018), it is a difficult question 
to decide whether pre-selected songs by the research-
ers or self-selected ones by the participants work best 
to induce and guide specific states of mind (cf., Cheung 
et al., 2019; Koelsch, 2005, 2018; Koelsch et al., 2019). 
Pre-selected tunes maximize the standardization pro-
cess, but self-selected songs may increase the chances 
of reaching the states that ought to be measured. To 

1Since usually an academic study by virtue remains neutral on the question of a deity’s existence, all references to God in this article are referring to the emic 
concepts of the respective believers.
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take this dilemma seriously, in the present study we 
decided to employ both approaches: participants were 
asked to bring along their own religious and secular 
songs but for the sake of adequate references, some 
religious and secular songs were also preselected for 
them. Both approaches together are believed to pro-
vide a more wholesome picture than simply one of 
them.

Large-scale brain networks

An earlier paradigm of how the brain works holds that 
there are input stimuli entering the neural circuitry and 
get processed by being distributed on hierarchically 
distinct branches in a feed-forward fashion. The input 
stimuli were thought to enter the brain and are being 
processed in order to hand us an output function, which 
was either a cognitive and/or a behavioral outcome 
(Posner et al., 1988; Price, 2000). A newer picture does 
not contend with specific hierarchical localization of 
topographical areas because it has been found that the 
processing of stimuli operates through specialized “net-
works” that at any given time are more or less active 
(Bressler & Menon, 2010; Fries, 2005; He et al., 2007; 
Meehan & Bressler, 2012; Mesulam, 2008), and that the 
brain does even entertain an active network when the 
person is supposedly “not doing anything” (Fox & 
Raichle, 2007; Greicius et al., 2003). These large-scale 
networks are said to be anticorrelated, meaning that 
they are functionally separated from one another (Fox 
et al., 2005). They have now been discussed in terms of 
their temporal dynamics, associations with cognitions, 
spatial organization, and neurological diseases (Cabral 
et al., 2014; Foster et al., 2016; Fox et al., 2010; Mitra & 
Raichle, 2016).

Such networks have been analyzed both by means 
of MRI brain imaging (Biswal et al., 1995) as well as 
with EEG and MEG (Fries, 2015; Pasquale et al., 2010), 
whereas it has been proposed that the resting-state 
activation of these networks reflect a continuous state 
of thought and inner exploration (Deco et al., 2011). 
Multichannel EEG is increasingly used for investigating 
the temporal dynamics of these quasi-stable network 
activities. They are often referred to as “quasi-stable” 
because they remain stable for a short period of about 
60–120 milliseconds and then quickly switch to 
another system. These “micro”-short and quasi-stable 
states are called microstates (Lehmann et al., 1998). 
Depending on the studies, there are four to seven 
microstate classes reported as alternating electrical 
field configurations on the scalp (for a conceptual 
and methodological review, see: Michel & Koenig, 
2018).

So far, the spectral dynamics of EEG frequencies and 
the activations of specific brain regions assessed by 
either fMRI, MEG or EEG have been the main focus of 
investigations dealing with religion and the brain 
(Grafman et al., 2020). Hence, to date there is not much 
known about large-scale network activations during reli-
gious experiences. We wanted to introduce this new 
focus to the field, and, to our knowledge, the present 
study is the first one to deal with this via microstate 
analyses.

On the one hand, it has been found that certain 
aspects of religious and nonreligious beliefs share com-
mon neural underpinnings (Howlett & Paulus, 2015; 
Leshinskaya et al., 2017) and, perhaps not surprisingly, 
that religious beliefs recruit areas responsible for 
semantic storage, processing and retrieval (Berns 
et al., 2012). On the other hand, there have also been 
detectable differences in the brain activation patterns 
between religious and nonreligious beliefs (Harris et al., 
2010) as well as in some social processing mechanisms 
(Huang & Han, 2014; Schjoedt et al., 2011; 
Thiruchselvam et al., 2017). Religious experiences 
appear to be interpersonal events where the mind of 
a deity or supernatural agent is believed to be involved. 
This idea stems from the observation that the theory-of 
-mind brain network is involved, which is associated 
with mentalizing – the process of attributing thoughts 
and emotions to agents outside of the self (Carrington 
& Bailey, 2009; Goel et al., 1995; Kapogiannis et al., 
2009, 2014; Modestino et al., 2016; Schjoedt et al., 
2009; Schurz et al., 2014). Religious processes involve 
valuation and motivational systems (Carter et al., 2012; 
Morgan et al., 2016), as for example, prayer down- 
regulates pain (Elmholdt et al., 2017; Good et al., 
2015) and activates well-known reward pathways 
(Ferguson et al., 2018; Schjødt et al., 2008).

Based on an extensive literature review, Van Elk and 
Aleman (2017) describe five neural pathways that may 
be involved in religion and spirituality:

Research question & hypotheses

In the current study, the self-rated religious experiences 
were based upon the question of how strongly the 
participants sensed the presence of God during the 
experimental worship conditions. Subjectively believed 
encounters with the divine and sensations of God’s pre-
sence are often empirically framed and studied under 
the headings of mystical experiences (e.g., Andersen 
et al., 2014; Beauregard & Paquette, 2008; Cook & 
Persinger, 1997; Cristofori et al., 2016; Ferguson et al., 
2018; Taves, 2020). The descriptions of these experiences 
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come close to the functions of two neural pathways 
(no. 2 & no. 3) depicted in Table 1 (Van Elk & Aleman, 
2017):

The self-transcendence and feeling of a presence 
associated with such events appear to involve neural 
networks that deal with multisensory integration (path-
way no. 2), which may include the temporoparietal junc-
tion (TPJ), the superior parietal lobe (SPL) and the inferior 
parietal lobe (IPL). The self-referential processes with the 
dissolution of the self and the reflexiveness of religious 
beliefs required for the attribution of religious ideas to 
the experience appear to involve the default mode net-
work (DMN; pathway no. 3), which is also associated with 
the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), the precuneus, the 
inferior parietal lobe (IPL), and the lateral temporal cor-
tex (Grafman et al., 2020; Van Elk & Aleman, 2017).

We hence formulated two hypotheses for our micro-
state analysis: 

H1:Multisensory integration pathways are correlated 
with the religious experience in worship.

H2:The DMN is correlated with the religious experience 
in worship.

Selection of participants and experimental 
conditions

We tested these hypotheses with a sample of evangeli-
cal Christians and with different types of music. There 
were four reasons why an evangelical sample was pre-
ferred: (i) our team already had access to evangelical 
believers, which made the recruitment process more 
feasible; (ii) evangelicals place a strong focus on religious 
experience and (iii) this is something often sought after 

during their worship ceremonies; (iv) evangelical 
denominations use comparable music styles and songs, 
so it can be assumed that the tunes applicable for the 
present study may also be comparable.

As for the music used in the study, it has been shown 
that different musical conditions modulate a person’s abil-
ity to focus and that this in turn modifies a believer’s 
intensity in the religious experience during the worship 
practice (Walter, 2021). Hence, the present study applied 
several clearly delineated experimental conditions with 
and without music to create a variability in the religious 
experience and to compare it to the EEG data.

Materials and methods

Participants

The present study investigated a religious state of mind 
that can be induced through the help of worship with 
music. All participants stated that they were able to 
induce this state of mind during their worship practices. 
We recruited a total of 60 subjects from evangelical 
churches in Switzerland. The recruitment occurred in the 
churches as well as in the already present personal net-
works and with further contacts of the participants who 
might be interested in the participation of such a study. 
Due to recording errors with the first few participants, 
three subjects had to be excluded from the sample. The 
average age was 27 years (min: 19y, max: 40y; SD: 4.2y), 
87% were right-handed, and the gender ratio was roughly 
equal (male: 45%; female: 55%). 70% of the respondents 
claimed that they played an instrument at least once per 
week. The highest education was spread like this: 22% 
held a master’s degree, 23% a bachelor’s, 22% a high 
school diploma and 33% finished an apprenticeship. An 
auditory test confirmed that all subjects had normal hear-
ing abilities, and the experiments only commenced after 

Table 1. Overview of brain regions and mechanisms relevant for religious as well as spiritual beliefs and experiences, adopted from 
Van Elk and Aleman (2017).                  

No. Neural pathway Brain structures Function Relevance for religion and spirituality

1 Temporal brain 
areas

Hippocampus, 
Amygdala, STS, MTL, 
FFA

Memory retrieval, emotional coloring of experience, 
biological motion perception, face perception

Visions, Hallucinations, Déjà-vu experiences

2 Multisensory 
integration

TPJ, SPL, IPL Bodily self-consciousness, multisensory integration Mystical experiences, self-transcendence, out-of 
-body experiences, feeling a presence

3 Default Mode 
Network

PCC, precuneus, IPL, 
Lateral Temporal 
Cortex

Self-referential processing, mind-wandering Mystical experiences, ego-dissolution, reflective 
religious beliefs

4 Theory-of-Mind 
Network

MPFC, STS, TPJ Social cognition, communication, intentionality 
perception

Prayer, belief in personal God, over-attribution 
of agency

5 Error- 
Monitoring 
Mechanisms

ACC, MPFC, 
dopaminergic system

Prediction error-monitoring, belief-maintenance and 
updating

Openness to religious authority and rituals

STS = Superior Temporal Sulcus; MTL = Medial Temporal Lobes; FFA = Fusiform Face Area; TPJ = Temporo-Parietal Junction; SPL = Superior Parietal Lobe; IPL = 
Inferior Parietal Lobe; PCC = Posterior Cingulate Cortex; MPC = Medial Prefrontal Cortex; ACC = Anterior Cingulate Cortex.
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each individual gave written informed consent. The study 
was approved by the local ethics committee2 and fol-
lowed the respective regulations.

Figure 1 displays some key information about how 
the present participants situated the act of worshipping 
within their general practice and religious experiences. It 
deals with the questions of how often they worshipped 
God with and without music, how often they sensed his 
presence during the act and how important the practice 
was for their personal faith lives. Figure 2 dives into the 
experience itself and shows how exactly they experi-
enced God when they were in the act of worshipping 
him. Figure 3 then shows how strongly they experienced 
the divine during the experimental conditions (which 
can be seen best when looking at the maximal rankings, 
or, the peak experience per condition).

Experimental procedure

Each experiment started and ended with a 4.5 mins rest-
ing state where participants were instructed to close 
their eyes and relax. In between, there were six experi-
mental conditions, each lasting about 4.5 mins and the 

conditions were separated by a concentration task 
where a series of letters had to be observed and ques-
tions had to be answered concerning the last letters. The 
concentration tasks had been devised to create a clear 
cut between the conditions and that there would be 
a minimized mental spillover effect from one condition 
to the next. The conditions were randomized to avoid 
a halo effect. The total time of the experiments lasted 
about one hour per person. We decided to use two 
religious worship songs and two secular songs (for 
each there was one provided by the researchers, and 
one provided by the participants), one empty condition 
with no music and a dissonant twelve-tone song to 
insert strong cognitive distraction. The conditions were 
carefully selected using the Feedback Loop Model of 
Religious Experiences in Worship, which reports that the 
focus on God based on the musical selection is a strong 
predictor of the experience (Walter, 2021). Table 2 por-
trays the six experimental conditions:

The conditions started and ended with a beep tone, 
and the task instruction was the same for every condi-
tion (it occurred on the screen before the condition 
started): participants were asked to worship God and 

Figure 1. Box plots showing how the participants integrated worship into their faith lives and religious experiences. The rating 1 
indicated the lowest value and 5 the highest one (ordinal values on a Likert scale).

2The responsible Swiss ethics committee is the one located in the Canton of Bern, meaning that the approval was provided by the Cantonal Bernese Ethics 
Committee (KEK Bern). Project ID number: 2021–00022.
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Figure 2. A histogram showing how the participants would describe the nature of their religious experiences during worship. Multiple 
answers were possible, and the bars refer to the importance of the mentions by the number of counts (i.e., how much the respective 
answer was ticked).

Figure 3. Box-plots showing how strongly they ranked their experiences of the divine during each condition (best visible when 
displayed with the peak experiences per condition). Conditions: Rs = religious subjective; Rg = religious given; Ss = secular subjective; 
Sg = secular given.
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to try to induce the experience in each of the conditions, 
regardless of whether music was played or not. They 
knew that every condition consisted of a different song 
during which they had to worship, and that one condi-
tion did not contain any music. They did not know the 
purpose of the songs and they were not aware that one 
song was deliberately chosen to distract them with dis-
sonant melodies.

The conditions were sound engineered to have the 
same volumes and longer songs were cut at natural 
breaks so that they lasted about 4.5 mins. Songs that 
were shorter were inserted with elements from the same 
song so that the track naturally sounded like it was 
longer (e.g., the verse was played twice but it was care-
fully engineered using the music software Audacity 
2.4.2. to sound like this is meant to be).4

It can be seen from Table 2 that we had a balanced 
design based on an alternating block design. As there 
are always auditory stimulations in most experimental 
environments, there is also an auditory stimulation at 
play during the measurements. However, we have been 
careful in trying to make sure that the main variable of 
“experience” can be analyzed separately, which is, first, 
why we had a direct measurement of experience and not 
just practice (which was the case for previous studies), 
and (ii) we had different songs with secular and religious 
elements as well as musical variations, like an empty 
song with no music, a 12-tone song with disharmonic 
components and harmonic songs (religious and secular). 
It is visible in Table 3 that we have been successful in 
employing the musical tasks as to measure primarily the 
experience and not the musical effects. This can be seen 
when appreciating that the religious songs elicit the 
strongest experiences and that the empty song comes 

right after, even before the secular songs, which are 
musically similar to the religious ones. Hence, although 
the music helps in the induction process of the experi-
ence, it is not primarily the music but the experience that 
is measured here that can be correlated to the EEG data.5

Assessment

Before the experiments started, a short survey was 
completed to assess the demographic variables and 
to gain information about the faith and prayer lives 
of the participants’. For the experiment, there was 
a bar slider on the right-hand side and the subjects 
were asked to use it to continuously indicate how 
strongly they sensed God’s presence during each 
experimental condition. Driving the slider to the 
very top means that one could not fathom 
a stronger intensity of the experience and driving it 
to the very bottom means that one does not sense 
God at all at the moment. After each condition, there 
was a sheet where participants were asked to mark 
how strongly they were able to focus on God.

During the conditions (in other words, in between the 
beep tones), the subjects had to close their eyes. For this, 
before the experiment started, they were able to famil-
iarize themselves with their surroundings and used the 
slider with open and closed eyes so that they were able 
to use it without looking during the experimental 
conditions.

EEG data was assessed in a pre-experimental and an 
experimental phase. The pre-experimental recordings 
consisted of data acquisition with open eyes, closed 
eyes, blinking and horizontal eye movements. This was 
later used for the preprocessing of the EEG data. The 

Table 2. Experimental conditions used to induce and guide the religious experience.
Name Acronym Description

Religious  
subjective

Rs Participants brought along a religious worship song they liked, which had a personal track-record of helping them to sense God’s 
presence in worship. This song was comparable but different for all individuals.

Religious 
given

Rg Based on aforegoing interviews, the researchers selected a religious worship song that appeared to work well for the induction of 
the experience in the denominations of the present sample. This song was the same for all individuals.3

Secular 
subjective

Ss Participants brought along a secular song they liked, which was similar in style and feel to the Rs song they have selected. This 
song was different for all individuals.

Secular given
Sg Based on aforegoing interviews, the researchers selected a secular song that appeared to work well for the induction of the 

experience in the denominations of the present sample. This song was the same for all individuals and it was selected to evoke 
similar feelings to the Rg condition.4

Empty (or 
blank)

B This was a 4.5 mins session where no music was played so that the participants had the opportunity to engage in worship and 
the experience with no musical guidance or distraction.

Twelve-tone 
song

S12 Since the religious experience was our phenomenological variable of interest, we wanted to increase the variability by 
introducing a dissonant song that made it hard for participants to focus on God, therefore dampening the experience.5

3For the Rg condition, the song Reckless Love by Cory Asbury (2017, Bethel Music) was selected.
4For the Sg condition, the song Lose You To Love Me by Selena Gomez (2019, Interscope Records) was selected. 
5For the S12 condition, the song Pierrot Lunaire by Arnold Schönberg (1874–1951, Op.21: No. 1–4, Mondestrunken, Columbine, Der Dandy, eine blasse 

Wäscherin) was selected.
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experimental recordings consisted of the whole experi-
ments, starting and ending with the resting state, the six 
experimental conditions and the concentration tasks.

EEG recording and preprocessing

The electrophysiological potential on the scalp was 
measured using the Brain Products actiCapTM system 
with 64 active electrodes and recorded with Brain 
Vision Recorder 2.2TM. The active electrodes were 
placed with an elastic cap according to the interna-
tional 10–20 montage system with Ag/AgCl gel. The 
hardware-defined recording reference was placed at 
the FCz location and the maximum impedance level 
was fixed at 20 kOhm. The sampling rate was 500 Hz 
and the EEG was amplified and digitized using two 
Brain Amps. A marker channel was introduced to 
trace the exact positioning of the onset and end of 
the experimental condition (characterized by the 
beep tones).

The raw data was pre-processed with Brain Vision 
Analyzer 2.2TM. Preprocessing was performed in two 
steps (cf., C. Mikutta et al., 2012; C. A. Mikutta et al., 
2014): (i) the creation of clean data, meaning that it 
was corrected for artifacts created by eye movement 
and muscular activity, and (ii) the creation of segmen-
ted data, which produced separate files for the differ-
ent experimental conditions that was ready to use for 
our analyses. Both steps are elaborated on as follows.

First, the pre-experimental EEG recordings of each 
person was inspected for malfunctioning channels. If 
there were deficient channels, they were topographi-
cally interpolated. Then, the pre-experimental record-
ings were used to create an individual filter for eye 
movement and, at times, heartbeat artifact correction. 
For this purpose, the data was filtered using an infi-
nite impulse response (IIR) band-pass filter between 
1.5 Hz to 20 Hz and an independent component 
analysis (ICA) was applied to the pre-experimental 
data. The factors were inspected visually by observing 
them in their temporal dynamics and by screening 
their topographical localizations. Depending on their 
explained variance and contribution to the perceived 
artifacts, the factors were excluded and through an 
ICA inverse method, the raw data was recalculated. 
The reconstructed pre-experimental data was again 
visually inspected to make sure that the artifact cor-
rection worked. Based on the exclusion of the respec-
tive ICA factors, an individual spatial correction filter 
was created.

Second, the raw data of the experimental record-
ings was inspected for malfunctioning channels (by 
and large deficient channels were the same as with 
the pre-experimental recordings). In case of proble-
matic channels, they were topographically interpo-
lated. Next, the subject-dependent spatial ICA filter 
was applied to the experimental raw data, followed 
by a visual raw data inspection for each participant to 
mark places for exclusion where the muscle and 
movement artifacts distorted the experimental sig-
nals. Re-referencing was performed by recalculating 
the data to average reference. The revised experi-
mental EEG data were then exported as “clean files”, 
which were first segmented according to the time 
stamps based upon the onset and offset markers for 
the experimental conditions (congruent with the 
beep tones). As such, only the experimental condi-
tions survived in the clean files and the recordings of 
the distraction tasks were discarded. The clean files 
thus consisted of seven sessions per participant, 
where each condition formed one session and the 
two resting state recordings at the beginning and 
end of the experiments were fused to form one rest-
ing state session.

Microstate processing

The matlab toolbox EEGLab (Delorme & Makeig, 
2004, updated version of Deolindo et al., 2021) was 
used to run an in-house microstate analysis script 
created to appropriate Brain Vision Analyzer output 
files. First, the data from each individual was read 

Table 3. Associations of the present microstate classes with 
potential source localizations.

Present microstate 
classes (cf., 
Figure 1)

Microstate maps 
by Custo et al. 

(2017) Activations (Custo et al., 2017)

1 A ● Left temporal lobe (middle & 
superior)

● Primary auditory cortex
● Wernicke
● Left insula
● Left lingual gyrus

2 B ● Left & right occipital cortices 
(cuneus)

● Primary visual cortex
● Right insula (extending to 

claustrum & frontal eye field)
3 C ● Precuneus

● Posterior Cingulate Cortex 
(PCC)

● Left angular gyrus
4 D ● Right inferior parietal lobe

● Right frontal gyri (middle & 
superior)

● Right insula
5 F ● Dorsal anterior cingulate cor-

tex (ACC; extending to 
superior frontal gyrus)

● Bilateral frontal gyrus 
(middle)

● Bilateral insula
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and band-pass filtered between 1–20 Hz, which is 
a standard choice in broadband EEG microstate ana-
lysis (Michel & Koenig, 2018). Second, the global 
field power peaks were considered to calculate 
a microstate cluster solution for each person. All 
solutions were calculated with a k-means clustering 
to form four to seven classes. Third, for each experi-
mental condition, a mean solution of the clusters 
was calculated. This resulted in the Grand Mean 
map per condition. Fourth, for each set of clusters 
(four to seven clusters), the mean across all the 
conditions was calculated, resulting in an averaged 
map applicable to all conditions and persons. This 
resulted in the GrandGrand Mean solution per set of 
clusters. The topographical sequence was selected 
according to the normative neuroimage template 
by Koenig et al. (2002). Fifth, for each of the sets 
of microstate clusters, the clustering solution of the 
GrandGrand Mean maps was then applied to each 
experimental EEG recording, which means that per 
individual and experimental condition there was 
now information on the microstate clusters.

The relevant features for the present investiga-
tion were the microstate duration (how long was 
a given MS present when it occurred?), the micro-
state occurrence (how often did the MS occur 
per second?), the microstate contribution (how 
much percent is the brain in the given MS when 
all MS combined make up a hundred percent?), and 
the mean Global Field Power GFP (how many elec-
trode sources are activated, or, how strong is the 
EEG signal at a given point in a given time on the 
scalp?).

Currently, it remains a delicate question in any 
microstate study of how to settle for the adequate 
number of clusters. Reducing the data to fewer 
numbers increases its generalizability and allowing 
for more clusters increases its justice toward speci-
ficity. Hence, the “the most appropriate choice for 
the number of cluster maps may not necessarily 
correspond to the ‘true’ number of clusters, but 
may instead result from a pragmatic compromise” 
(Michel & Koenig, 2018, p. 581), whereas the idea 
that there would eventually be a “true” number of 
clusters is a philosophical assertion that must not 
necessarily be correct. Many studies have settled for 
four clusters (Britz et al., 2010; Brodbeck et al., 2012; 
T. Koenig et al., 1999), albeit often to be compar-
able to other research. Whereas Seitzman et al. 
(2017) hold that fifteen clusters are needed to 
explain 80% of the variance, Tomescu et al. (2014) 
found that the same can be achieved with only four 
clusters. Another group found that choosing seven 

clusters can increase the explained variance to 84% 
across all subjects (Custo et al., 2017). A detailed 
literature discussion of clustering criteria by Michel 
and Koenig (2018) employed a derived meta- 
criterion taking a wide array of concerns into con-
sideration, arguing that a number of five microstate 
maps optimally explained the presented data. 
Hence, following the call for a pragmatic compro-
mise, in the present study we have decided to 
evaluate all four commonly used sets of clusters 
(four to seven microstate maps) and, if the sets do 
not conflict with each other, report the findings that 
explain the data the best on the level of the hier-
archical multilevel analysis and in light of the avail-
able literature on religious experiences of this kind. 
Notwithstanding, the meta-criterion argument for 
using five clusters and the trade-off between speci-
ficity and generalizability provide us with an a priori 
preference for five microstate classes (Michel & 
Koenig, 2018).

Hierarchical multilevel analyses

The microstate data generated by EEGLab was exported 
and analyzed with IBM SPSS Statistics 27 through hier-
archical multi-level mixed models analyses. The aver-
aged ratings of the religious experience per condition 
were taken as the dependent variables. The conditions, 
the microstate variables of interest (e.g., duration) and 
the microstate classes served as fixed factors, whereas 
each microstate variable of interest times the microstate 
class (e.g., duration x MS 1, duration x MS 2, etc.) was 
inserted as a covariate. The model was controlling for 
random effects provided by the individual subjects, and 
it also accounted for interaction effects between the 
experimental conditions and the covariates.

The mixed models were operating on a type 3 sum of 
squares analysis as this is standard practice in compar-
able statistical operations. For each variable of interest, 
a separate model was calculated. This was due to the 
fact that the calculations of the models were codepen-
dent (for example, the feature contribution – under the 
operation of the type 3 sum of squares – can only be 
performed once the results from both the effects of 
duration and occurrence are known).

Results

Microstate classes

All four sets of clusters (microstate classes four to seven) 
were analyzed and show comparable results. There did 
not seem to be noteworthy discrepancies, indicating 
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that there was an inter-operability across the different 
sets of clusters, almost working like a magnifying glass 
where some sets point more strongly at the results than 
others. The most stringent results, when squared with 
the internal consistency, the statistical significance, and 
the conjunction to the literature, were found when 
applying five MS classes. This was in line with our 
a priori preference for five clusters informed by Michel 
and Koenig (2018) and their call for a pragmatic trade-off 
for best explaining the data and associations at hand. 
Figure 1 portrays the topographic representation of the 
five microstate maps.

Custo et al. (2017) have provided extensive research 
on source localizations of microstates. Upon visual 
inspection, our microstates (see, Figure 4) can be 
matched to their templates to fathom which brain struc-
tures could be involved with the networks that predict 
the religious experience. The findings are summarized in 
Table 4.

Associations with religious experience

Discussion

We investigated the large-scale brain networks involved 
in religious experiences, here operationalized as a state of 
mind concerning the sensation of God’s presence during 
worship practices, which have now been analyzed in 
terms of quasi-stable networks called microstates. Based 
on an extensive review of neural correlates in religious 
cognition and emotion (Van Elk & Aleman, 2017), we 
hypothesized that microstates associated with multisen-
sory integration and the default mode network (DMN) 
were correlated with the experience. The microstate 

involvements were measured in terms of their duration, 
occurrence, contribution, as well as mean GFP, and they 
were compared to the averaged values of the subjec-
tively rated religious experience per condition.

In the present study, microstate class (MS) 1 showed 
a positive association with the ratings of the religious 
experience. This was strongly significant for duration as 
well as mean GFP, and almost significant for occurrence 
and contribution. There was a negative association 
between MS 3 and the experience, although only when 
considered by the mean GFP. The strongest predictor of 
the experience was found in the negative association 
with MS 5, which was strongly significant on all values 
(duration, occurrence, contribution, and mean GFP). No 
associations were found for MS 2 and MS 4.

In the literature, the four canonical microstate classes 
(maps A to D) have often been referred to as the visual 
network, auditory network, salience network and atten-
tion/executive networks (Britz et al., 2010; Smith et al., 
2009; J. Xu et al., 2020). Custo et al. (2017) also identified 
microstate network activity in the precuneus, the PCC and 
ACC, which are said to be associated with the DMN. As 
such, these five networks correspond to our MS classes 1 to 
5. We merged the notion of networks and the topographic 
activations (Custo et al., 2017). They were then matched 
with our MS classes (Figure 1 & Table 3) and with what is 
known about the neural involvement in religious cognition 
and emotion (strongly drawn from: Grafman et al., 2020; 
Van Elk & Aleman, 2017) in light of the present results.

Our first hypothesis assumed that the network for 
multisensory integration was at play. MS 4 is said to be 
associated with executive control and multisensory inte-
gration (J. Xu et al., 2020) and as such may be active in 
mystical experiences (Van Elk & Aleman, 2017). In our 
analysis, this network was neither a positive nor 
a negative predictor of the divine experience. Since we 
have hypothesized that this one is involved in the divine 
experience, this led us to reject our hypothesis 1. 
A reason for this may be that we have measured the 
religious experience directly and regressed it with the 
EEG data whereas previous studies have often used 
specific practices and tasks as a proxy for the experience. 
Hence, it could be that the multisensory integration 
network may be a task-specific activation pattern.

Our second hypothesis stated that there might be an 
involvement of the Default Mode Network (DMN) in the 
religious experience. Due to its connection to the pre-
cuneus, the PCC and the angular gyrus, MS 3 is believed 
to correspond to the DMN (X. Xu et al., 2016). The 
negative correlation of the mean GFP with the religious 
experience indicated that there appeared to be an asso-
ciation of the DMN with the experience. We can thus 
accept our second hypothesis, which stated that the 

Figure 4. Topographic representation of the five microstate 
classes based on the EEG data of the worship conditions as 
generated by the overall GrandGrandMean.
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DMN would be correlated with the religious experience 
in our sample. However, there is evidence suggesting 
that an association of a microstate might be inversely 
correlated with the activity of a specific network. If this 
were the case, a positive correlation would imply an 
inhibition of a given network and vice versa (Deolindo 
et al., 2021). Hence, it remains yet to be seen if the 
negative association with MS 3 means that there was 
an excitatory or inhibitory effect on the DMN.

There were also two unexpected findings that did not 
correspond to our hypotheses, which were found in an 
association of MS 1 and MS 5 with the religious experi-
ence. We have seen that MS 1 is a positive predictor for 
the experience in our experiment. MS 1 depicts the 
auditory network that is connected to the temporal 
brain areas (cf., Table 3). It has been said that they are 
involved with visions, hallucinations and déjà-vu experi-
ences (Arzy et al., 2005; Cassaniti & Luhrmann, 2014; 
Coltheart et al., 2011; Fletcher & Frith, 2009). More 
importantly, the auditory network is associated with 
semantic storage, processing and retrieval, which has 
been described as a core neural constituent of religious 
beliefs (Grafman et al., 2020). It may perhaps be thought 
that this finding is a result of the prayer in worship, 
although for our present study the participants were 
asked to be still and worship solely in their minds with 
no singing or praying out loud. Nevertheless, inner 
speech may have an activating effect on the network 
and could explain the positive association with the 
experience.

The strongest predictor of a religious experience in 
worship was the downregulation of MS 5, which appears 
to correspond to the salience network that may involve 
the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, the bilateral middle 
frontal gyrus and the bilateral insula (Table 3). There are 
three key points to be highlighted in this respect: (i) the 
general function of the salience network, (ii) its potential 
contribution to error monitoring mechanisms, and (iii) 
the mental inward-to-outward shift that the participants 
appear to experience during this religious state of mind.

First, the salience network has been suggested to be 
responsible for the processing of attentional informa-
tion. More specifically, it is involved in the detection 
and screening of emotional, interoceptive and auto-
nomic signals (Dosenbach et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2021; 
Menon, 2011). Hence, the weighing of interoceptive 
signals and the management of executive control may 
be central to the network. Second, its topography may 
be connected to error monitoring mechanisms (Grafman 

et al., 2020) and it has previously been found that reli-
gious beliefs and experiences reduce error monitoring 
activities (Good et al., 2015). As a consequence, the 
downregulation of error- and conflict monitoring is 
argued to be connected with the toleration of religious 
authority and rituals (Grafman et al., 2020; Van Elk & 
Aleman, 2017). Third, due to the nature of the present 
religious phenomenon, it may just as well be the case 
that the experience is associated with the increase of 
openness to new and extraordinary experiences (Walter, 
2021). One may argue that a decrease in the salience 
network can be interpreted as a decrease in one’s bodily 
representation (Britz et al., 2010) and emotional salience 
(Thu et al., 2010), which has been assumed to come at 
the cost of higher attention processes (Faber et al., 
2021). The negative association in our results could 
imply that there is a shift from introspection to extros-
pection accompanying the religious experience. 
However, as already discussed with MS 3, there is evi-
dence suggesting that an inverse correlation of 
a microstate with a network’s cognitive function is at 
play – and this might also apply to MS 5 (Deolindo et al., 
2021). Our data therefore indicates that there was 
a cognitive shift occurring through the salience network 
when the experience occurred, although we cannot 
determine in which direction the shift emerged. In any 
case, the finding that the salience network was involved 
with the religious experience of our participants was one 
of our most surprising results since we did neither 
expect nor hypothesize for it.

This leaves an ambiguous stance when comparing 
the present data with the literature. The results agree 
with the literature in the sense that we too have no 
evidence for any occipital or visual involvement in the 
religious experience (cf. the review by Grafman et al., 
2020). We have hypothesized that the network asso-
ciated with multisensory integration (MS 4) would be 
correlated with the experiential ratings (Van Elk & 
Aleman, 2017). However, we have no evidence for an 
involvement of the respective network.6

The negative association of the experience with MS 5 
would square nicely with previous notions that religious 
cognition and emotion came along with reduced error 
monitoring (Good et al., 2015). The same is true for MS 3, 
the DMN. It has previously been stated that some reli-
gious experiences provoke the dissolution of the self and 
reflexiveness of religious beliefs which appear to be 
required for the attribution of religious ideas to the 
experience and involve the DMN (Van Elk & Aleman, 

6The hierarchical multilevel analysis for the contribution only used MS 1 and MS 5 as covariate input variables due to the fact that all microstates add up to 
100% of the contribution and cannot therefore be mathematically computed in one single mixed model. Since MS 1 and 5 were relevant in duration and 
occurrence, the model tested their effects on contribution.
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2017). Nevertheless, due to the possibility of inverse 
correlation of the microstate with the network’s cogni-
tive function, the associations might turn out to be 
reverse (cf., Deolindo et al., 2021).

These findings may be helpful because they show 
that auditory and temporal networks appear to be 
involved in phenomenal states that activate the proces-
sing of beliefs and matching them to corresponding 
experiences that transcend the self. Nonetheless, self- 
referential mechanisms seem to be at play due to the 
recruitment of the DMN. Most importantly, we learn 
from this that such subjectively intense experiences 
may invoke a cognitive shift in attentional control, 
accompanied by a modulation of the salience network. 
This would be congruent with findings from previous 
studies dealing with the cognitive processes of religious 
experiences (Walter, 2021; Walter & Altorfer, 2022a, 
2022b).

Conclusion

The present study investigated the large-scale activation 
patterns of religious experiences operationalized as sen-
sing the presence of the divine through microstate ana-
lyses. We have no support for the first hypothesis, 
namely that the multisensory integration pathways are 
correlated with the religious experience in worship. In 
fact, we did not find an association of the respective MS 
4 with the experience. The second hypothesis states that 
the same is true for the DMN. We found a negative 
association of the respective MS 3 with the experiential 
ratings, which means that the second hypothesis cannot 
be rejected since there appears to be an involvement of 
the DMN. Regardless of the directionality of the associa-
tion, the correlation of the DMN with the religious 
experience suggests that the second hypothesis can be 
accepted.

Our results suggest that auditory and temporal net-
works are involved in a state of sensing God’s presence, 
which is congruent with the notion that semantic pro-
cessing play a role in religious cognition (Grafman et al., 
2020).

It seems that not only the DMN was associated with the 
religious experience but also the salience network and its 
respective error monitoring mechanisms. The later was the 
strongest predictor of the experience, which came as 
a surprise since we did not hypothesize that it would play 
an interesting role during the worship process. For both of 
these networks, however, we cannot clearly settle on the 
direction of the relationship due to the possibility of inverse 
correlations (Deolindo et al., 2021). There was no evidence 
that the visual network was involved in the religious 

experience, which is congruent with previous studies on 
religious cognition that do not mention any involvement 
thereof (Grafman et al., 2020; Van Elk & Aleman, 2017).

Limitations & future research

The present study investigated a special state of con-
sciousness through experimental procedures in the lab. 
This means that the participants had to engage in worship 
and try to connect with God in a different fashion than 
they are used to. Sometimes, body movements can be of 
use in the worship practice and a community can greatly 
facilitate the process. Normally, there is space to move, to 
stand, or sit down – basically, one can find the place and 
pose one pleases to get ready for the experience. The 
performed experiments are very artificial in contrast: every 
subject was alone, eyes had to be closed and any muscle 
movement was prohibited in order to avoid EEG artifacts 
and to make the results comparable to other studies.

Another problem is that there appears to be a plethora 
of possible religious experiences (James, 1902; Taves, 
2009). We have operationalized a very specific and narrow 
selection of the phenomenological occurrences, which of 
course does not do justice to the diversity of occurrences 
in the real world. However, this is a first approach to an 
analysis based on large-scale brain networks (known as 
microstates) and we believe that it provides valuable 
insights into the nature of this specific experience and 
can give direction for future research in the area.

Future research should try alternative approaches to 
operationalize religious experiences, specifically the sen-
sation of the divine, and perhaps find ways to probe more 
experiences than simply the sensation of God’s presence. 
Spectral analysis and inverse solutions should be applied 
to such EEG data to receive more insight into the matter 
and to find possible source localizations of the signals 
that accompany such special states of consciousness.
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